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INSIDE FRONT COVER ADACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Special thanks go to the Drug Court Teams of the State of New Jersey, Morris and Sussex Counties, and 

to the people and organizations listed below. Their wisdom, suggestions, encouragement, and enthusiasm 
continue to enrich and expand the program of Creative Positive Expression that is supporting recovery 
from the disease of Substance Use Disorder.

Judge N. Peter Conforti, Judge Mary G. Whipple, Judge Thomas L. Weisenbeck, Judge Stuart A. Minkowitz, 
Judge James DeMarzo, Judge Thomas J. Critchley, Judge Michael E. Hubner, Maria Peralta Drug Court 
Coordinator, Morris County, Jennifer Gulden Drug Court Coordinator, Sussex County, Travis Dirkson, Probation 
Supervisor, Morris County, Laura Zartman, Probation Supervisor, Sussex County.

Mr. Charles C. Johnson, Jr. Retired Drug Court Coordinator and Executive Director of the Alumni Association 
of the Morris County Drug Court. From the beginning, Mr. Johnson recognized that creative expression would 
help people recovering from substance use disorder.

Mary Wagner, retired Substance Abuse Treatment Provider, and Drug Court Volunteer, Renee Ronche, 
Substance Abuse Treatment Provider, Dr. Gaetana Kopchinsky, Drew University Medical Humanities Professor 
and Drug Court Volunteer, Sue Nobleman, retired Executive Director of the Willow Tree Treatment Center and 
Theresa Gehring for her kindness, patience and skills in setting up and supervising the printing of this text book, 
and the Genesis Project Initiative, a 501-C3 non-profit, ex-offender, re-entry organization that encouraged the 
integration of the Creative Positive Expression Program into the Drug Court process.

Support from the County College of Morris (CCM) is extraordinary.  In 2014 the college began donating, 
twice a year, the printing   of the Drug Court   magazine, “In Our Shoes.” The superior quality and dignity of the 
printing enhances the self-esteem of the Drug Court participants whose writing and art work are showcased 
in the magazine. These magazines have attracted the attention of the community at large and engendered 
respect for Drug Court participants.

It became apparent that the Drug Court population was rapidly expanding and the Positive Creative Writing 
program needed many more volunteers. In 2017 CCM worked with the Drug Court volunteers to enable the 
training of more volunteers. CCM promotes the program with on-line information, public flyers, and open 
houses. Classroom space is also donated along with whatever electronic equipment is needed. CCM’s support 
helps this program grow and become even stronger. Thank you.
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About  In Our Shoes....

The Drug Court Magazine, In Our Shoes, is a literary and art magazine that showcases the writing and artwork 
of Drug Court participants. The purpose of the magazine is to give a voice to people in recovery from substance use 
disorder. The writing and artwork in the magazine validates the recoveries of program participants and allows them 
to reach out to the community and show that people overcoming substance use disorder do become contributing 
members of society.

The magazine is published by the Alumni Association of the Morris County Drug Court and is presented three 
times a year to Drug Court participants, their families and others in the community during the spring and fall Drug 
Court graduations and the winter holiday season. The County College of Morris donates the printing.

Cover Artist:  Our cover artist, who has chosen to remain anonymous, selected four animals to adorn her re-
covery crest: a Camel to represent her Determination; a Griffen to define her Bravery; a Lion to characterize her 
Courage; and a Snake as a sign of her Ambition. All of these symbolize parts of her recovery.
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The featured artwork for this issue of In Our Shoes was suggested by Laura Zartman, Drug Court 
Probation Supervisor,  Sussex County Drug Court.  The history of the coat of arms or a crest goes back to 
medieval times, where it was worn by knights as a mean of pride and identification, likewise the use of a 
crest was adopted by the nobility to signify their integrity and importance. 

The participants were asked to create a crest or coat of arms to describe their recovery journey using 
colors and symbols from a template as a guide or to develop their own. Throughout this issue you will ap-
preciate each participant’s unique and creative designs that tell the story of their ongoing recovery journey.      

Recovery Coat of Arms

Anonymous
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MAGAZINE  STAFF

Managing Editor & Volunteer Coordinator: Eulena Horne
Drug Court Volunteers: Ken Musgrove, Barbara Ward 
Drug Court Interns: Alexis Rodriguez, Carolina Restrepo, Jolie Chow 
Administrative Support: Mary Ann Mikulik 
Editor, Magazine format for printing: Theresa Gehring, County College of Morris, Printing, 
Classroom Space for Volunteer Training donated by: County College of Morris 
Founder of the Magazine: “In Our Shoes,” Rebecca Conviser, Dlitt
“In Our Shoes” is published by the Alumni Association of Morris County Drug Court, 
     Charles C. Johnson, Executive Director
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Intern Spotlight
The Creative Positive Expression team 

welcomed three summer interns this 
year to assist with the compilation of In 
Our Shoes. The interns worked alongside 
the volunteers and participated in team 
meetings, court sessions, creating new 
assignments and organizing writing and 
art projects for inclusion in the magazine. 
Their work gave them great exposure to 
the Drug Court process and helped them 
in formulating their future career plans.

Summer interns Alexis Rodriguez, Carolina Restrepo and 
Jolie Chow with Dr. Rebecca, Founder of the Creative Positive 
Expression Program, for a hands-on workshop on assembling 
the magazine.

My name is Alexis Rodriguez and I worked with the Creative Positive Expression team this past summer 
at Morris County Drug Court. I am now working as a Paralegal in Secaucus. I had originally majored in 
Hospitality Management at Fairleigh Dickinson University before deciding to complete a Paralegal Certificate 
Program at the university. Working as a Paralegal is challenging and rewarding, and I look forward to seeing 
where my career will take me.

The Morris County Drug Court internship was an incredible experience because it gave me the opportunity 
to combine my interests in law and writing. I chose this internship in particular because it also gave me the opportunity to 
practice leadership and to make a difference. I wanted to be there for the participants and show my support for their journeys 
towards recovery. Dr. Rebecca has created an amazing program and I’m grateful to have been given this opportunity. I will miss 
this internship greatly! Thank you to everyone at Drug Court.

My name is Carolina Restrepo and I am currently a senior at Drew University. I am a double major in 
Psychology and Philosophy and double minor in Political Science and Pre-Law. My next step is to attend law 
school and eventually work with immigrants. Being an immigrant myself, I understand how difficult it is to 
enter the United States and became a citizen. I plan on making this process easier for people like me. 

I chose this internship because after learning more about Drug Court, I realized how amazing this 
program is. This program supports a tremendous amount of people by helping them achieve sobriety. This 

program is very patient with the participants and that is something that I value greatly. Drug Court also understands that people 
with substance use disorder are not going to change overnight and thus need to be guided.  Participants are going to make 
mistakes along the way and this program will not turn their back on you if you are committed to changing your life for the better. 

My name is Jolie Chow. I currently attend CCM and am in my last semester; I plan to transfer next fall 
and (hopefully) continue on to law school in the future and become a public defender. I chose this internship 
because I was interested in the judicial system and because substance abuse disorder has affected my family. 

I believe Drug Court provides a unique and special opportunity to not only help people overcome their 
addiction but also to help them move past the mistakes they’ve made through expungement, since often 
times a criminal record leads to unfair treatment in the workplace. I’m glad to help in any way I can. Though 
typing handwritten responses every week can get tedious, I’m glad it gave me the opportunity to read some 
responses more closely. I don’t really have the opportunity to get to know participants during court sessions 

but through reading some very thoughtful responses I feel as though I’ve gained some insight. 
I’m grateful that through the hard work of the Creative Positive Expressions team, these responses can be read by a broader 

audience and hopefully reduce the stigma surrounding addiction disorders. I’m also grateful to the team for welcoming me & 
the other interns so warmly; it was a pleasure working with all of you! 
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“In Our Shoes” October  2019, Featured Writers and Artists

Kimberly Alworth

Bart Atkinson

Michael Betts

Dan Biermann

Thomas Brodhecker

Robert Brown

Ed Cimasko

Amanda Conklin

Amy DeFazio

Alysehia DeLucca

Matt Deo

Daniel Devine

44 pieces of Writing

and Artwork by

anonymous Authors 

and Artists

Ryan Devine

Howard Dieterle

Justin Fatiggi

Lauren Fletcher

Elizabeth Headley

Jason Helewa

Lester Hoffman

Mike Kane

Dana Keim

Marion Ingala

Sharon Kersey

Jennifer Krip 

Johnathan Klein

Michael Losey

Sarah Lund

Eric Manno

Kirsten Miller

Sean Miller

Maria Rizzo

Eva Sliker

Jennifer Space

Dana Villano
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     Court Houses in America are the property of the American people. Everyday hundreds of thousands of 

people pass through our court house doors to receive life changing decisions. In addition to verdicts and sentences, 
there are marriages and adoptions, new families are formed, and other families are divided, issues of child custody, 
ownership of property, prolonging life, and judgment for injuries are settled.

In these writings the participants express the ways in which they show respect to the court house in their dress, 
speech and actions and provide their perspectives on how the court house should be respected by others. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT 
Court Houses in America are the property of the American people. Everyday hundreds of thousands 

of people pass through our court house doors to receive life changing decisions. In addition to verdicts 
and sentences, there are marriages and adoptions, new families are formed, and other families are 
divided, issues of child custody, ownership of property, prolonging life, and judgment for injuries are 
settled. 

In these writings the participants express the ways in which they show respect to the court 
house in their dress, speech and actions and provide their perspectives on how the court house 
should be respected by others.  
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COURT HOUSE RESPECT 
By Kimberly Alworth

You should conduct yourself professionally when you are in a professional setting, such as a court house. How 
you act, how you dress, and how you generally present yourself reflects on you as a person, so when you dress 
improperly, behave poorly or break rules, you present yourself in a bad light. And whether you are at court for your 
own reasons, or you’re just there for support for someone else, the last thing you’d want to do is make yourself or 
the person you are there for get looked upon negatively. 

The best way to describe the proper way to dress when going to court is to wear something you would wear to a 
job interview. Usually a collared, button-down shirt and a nice pair of slacks for a male, bonus points if you also add a 
tie. For a female, a dressier top and a nice pair of pants is acceptable. Skirts, right at the knee or longer is acceptable 
too. Dress shoes for guys and a pair of flats or dressy boots\nicer sandals (depending on weather) is acceptable as 
well. It is definitely not advised to show up in work boots, flip-flops, or sneakers. 

As soon as you step foot on the court house property you should follow all rules and advisories, which are usually 
posted everywhere you look. For example: follow signs designating specific smoking areas, when entering the court 
house there’s usually signs telling you what to have out to be checked or run through the x-ray or if you need to 
remove shoes or belts, be respectful enough to be prepared so you are not holding up others or causing issues or 
delays for the officers trying to get everyone into the court house while keeping everyone safe. 

 In addition to following any posted rules and signs, you should just have respect for everyone else that is in the 
court house as well. People that are there are dealing with all kinds of things, from simple tickets, to being sentenced 
to years in prison, to fighting for custody of their children and much more. The least you can do is be respectful and 
courteous to these people. Keep your voice down when conversing with others and don’t curse and use obscene 
language as there may be young children in the vicinity. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Michael Betts

The respectful way to dress for court is very important. You want to show you care and respect not only the 
judge, but the law and the others in court. If you come in dressed up in ripped jeans and a messy dirty t-shirt, it 
shows you don’t really care about yourself or others. It will definitely pay off to dress with respect.

On court house property the way you conduct yourself is very important. If you show respect, there is a good 
chance you will get respect. Goofing around at court shows you are ignorant and don’t think it’s a serious matter.

I try to present myself in a very respectful manner in court. If I’m at court for a parking ticket or a felony, I show 
the same respect for all and any case.  I dress nice and neat – collared shirt, clean pants and shoes, hair done as nice 
as possible. Most important I don’t joke around. I act like it’s a very important event. Because It is. I talk to all with 
respect. I move around respectfully. I stay quiet during court. I speak respectfully to everyone.

I always respect all the people while I’m in the court house. I say, “Excuse me.” I say, “Bless you,” if someone 
sneezes. I say, “Thank you.” Basically, I just use good manners to everyone no matter what.

I respect court house property. I do that by treating their property as if it were mine.  I flush the toilet and wipe 
off the seat, wash my hands and clean the sink. I don’t put my feet up on the seats. I don’t write on the walls or 
furniture. I just do all things with respect.     

If I was at court in front of the judge at a trial I would not really mind much how others are dressed. That’s all on 
them how they want to be seen. If there were people laughing and talking, making noise, I would be very upset. I like 
to be treated how I treat others. People should do nothing but sit still and pay attention.

Respect will get you very far in life. It shows who you really are. If you don’t respect others I feel you don’t respect 
yourself. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT 
 By Dan Bierman

Courthouse respect. I’m going to approach this topic by keeping myself as the subject; how I was vs. how I am 
now. 

As long as I can remember, courthouses, police, probation officers, the whole judicial system was ‘the enemy.’ 
The system stood for everything I wasn’t, and couldn’t see for myself. Being raised the way I was, police contact 
was NEVER a positive thing. I learned pretty young to have a massive, albeit misguided, distrust for anyone in an 
authoritative position. 

 When I started getting myself into trouble it always seemed to be someone else’s fault. If he/she didn’t ABC then 
I wouldn’t have XYZ. If the police would just stop ‘harassing’ me everything would be okay. I never owned my own 
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part in any of it. The finger always pointed elsewhere 
After I got over the perceived injustice of being arrested (how dare they! right?) I further disrespected the 

process by running, not going to court dates, and pretty much forcing the sheriff to find me. After I was apprehended 
I showed less than the appropriate amount of respect for the officers involved. It was THEIR fault. Not mine. I 
never made a scene in the courtroom but everything leading up to that I was a nuisance. I can say that back then I 
disrespected every judge I was in front of by immediately disregarding anything they asked of me by returning to my 
old behavior the second I left the building. 

It wasn’t until November of 2017 when I was last arrested, and got clean that I began to look at things differently. 
I initially had a lot of animosity for the detectives and officers that picked me up, because once again it was THEIR 
fault. After withdrawing in Passaic county jail I came to realize that the only common denominator in ALL my troubles 
was... Me. 

After I got clean I was able, or willing, to see figures of authority as people. They’re just like me, but they have a 
job to do. I realized how much time and resources had been spent on my behalf, whether it was trying to help me, 
or chasing me down. I was the issue, and the cause of more than one probation officer’s headache. 

The way I act now is a complete 180 from where I was. I try (very hard at times) to keep in mind that nobody is 
against me. Speaking for the drug court team it seems that they’re all here to help in any way they can, whether we 
want to accept the help determines how that help is viewed. I chose drug court, and knew full well what it entailed. 
The respect I show for the courthouse, judge, and my probation officer are a direct reflection of the respect I have 
for myself today. I realize I’m worth it, and carry myself as such. I’m grateful to the judge, the team, and my officer 
for seeing in me something I couldn’t for a very long time. 

Once I stopped seeing the ‘system’ as the enemy and started being grateful my life, and self worth, self respect 
all improved. I realize drug court has given me a second chance at the life I’d all but thrown away, and I have the 
utmost respect and appreciation for all those involved. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Thomas Brodhecker

I think the topic of court house respect is a great topic that should be brought up more often. Yes court houses 
and their employees are property and workers of the American people which I find is so fascinating that we the 
people provide some of the funding to offer this type of service. 

 I was the type of person that whenever I thought of the court house or the judge I thought of it as a bad place. 
I think it all started for me when I was young.  I was so lucky to have family and loved ones to teach me that the 
court house was a place that you need to be respectful. And what did that mean to me at a young age? I thought of 
the court house kind of like a library where you are expected to act a certain way - quiet and on your  best behavior. 
But my first real experience with the court system was when my parents were getting divorced so I thought that the 
court was the reason that I wasn’t allowed to see my mom or dad all the time. I was about 9 then so I had the wrong 
perception of it from the start. But later in life what I learned through my journey was good and bad. The next time 
that brought me back to the court house was when I was in active addiction. My thinking was so upside down I didn’t 
think that the people or the judge were trying to help me. I thought the whole place was out to get me and destroy 
my life. At the time  I didn’t have any respect for any of it. I didn’t care how I dressed or how I treated the people 
that I found out later were trying to help me. That was a bad point in my life and I was in a bad way. So now when I 
see people being disrespectful I can relate to it because that’s how I use to be. But what I learned through all of this 
with the help of my peers and the justice system and through my sobriety was how to take a sense of pride in myself. 
So now I dress up when I go to court because it makes me feel better as a person to have a sense of pride in the 
way I look and talk. I was always shown respect and treated fairly so I feel it’s only right for me to conduct myself in 
a respectful manner when I’m at the court house. It is not a time to joke around or play games. It’s serious business 
and this program is helping me get my life together and I need to take it like its life or death for me because it is. 

I feel it is only right that when I’m in the courtroom to pay attention, be quiet and give my opinion if it is necessary, 
because I know when I’m in front of the judge, I expect the same courtesy.  It comes down to the old golden rule 
“treat others the way you want to be treated and do unto them the way that you want them to do unto you.” As for 
people being disrespectful or not dressing properly I feel at first it should be about self-accountability and if someone 
can’t do that they need to be held accountable for they way they act or dress because I know when I was, it helped 
me. People are at different points in their lives just like I was at one point and I need to learn to understand that and 
I also need to respectfully hold people or help people be accountable for how the act or dress because some people 
just don’t understand yet. Out of respect for them I need to try to understand what they are going through and try to 
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help any way I can. This program and the judge and employees are a blessing whether people see it at first or it takes 
time. But I feel with some accountability, determination and self-will there is hope for anyone to become productive 
and respectful. So when I’m about to go to court or any event to where I need to show respect for myself or others, I 
always try to dress in my Sunday best and think before I talk because words are power just like knowledge. All I know 
is to be the best person you can be when people are or not looking because for me doing that is turning me into the 
person I’ve come to like and the person I want to be.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Ed Cimasko

For me personally I was taught at an early age how you conduct yourself while in court , at church, to a police 
officer, an elder, or anyone really with higher authority. That being said I truly believe most of the topics in this essay 
really come down to common sense and apparently many lack it. 

When it comes to courthouse attire I believe nice pants and dress shirt is fine. You don’t need to necessarily wear 
a tie. Dress shoes should be worn as well. The way you would dress on a job interview is usually a rule of thumb. 
Everyone knows I like to lighten the mood and have a good time but there is a time and place. You should never be 
loud in the court house.  Joking and talking is fine in the hallways but then obviously when you enter the court room 
that is when you should conduct yourself in a more serious behavior. I believe I do a pretty good job when it comes to 
presenting myself in a respectable manner. The drug court team knows my personality as a jokester and an easygoing 
guy but also know I take drug court and my recovery very seriously. When I have something to share I stand up and 
share. When I don’t, I instead listen and try to gain benefit from those sharing. There is definitely a happy medium 
when it comes to both drug court and sobriety behavior for me. I can come across as the funny guy but also my peers 
know that I take things serious and handle my business. I handle myself the same exact way at work. Explaining my 
respect for other people is pretty easy. I show respect and in return get respect. I also get along with everyone and 
even if I didn’t I still would show respect because of how serious the situation is while in court or at the court house. 
I treat property as if that property was mine. That way usually always works to your benefit. I think if people were 
goofing off behind me while I was in front of the judge it could definitely upset me but also I have really learned a lot 
about expectations and in doing so the way others behave doesn’t really irritate me anymore. It’s part of life.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Anonymous

Treating people with respect has always been something that’s important to me. Especially when it comes to 
authority, if you don’t give respect you’re not going to get any back. If you act like you don’t care and constantly act 
out, you’re going to get a negative response from the people around you.

While in court it’s important to dress nice, stay off your phone, and remain quiet while the proceedings go on. 
Also, it’s not okay to use foul language or disrespect the people around you. While in the courthouse I remain to 
myself, keep quiet, and don’t start any issues with anyone.

I present myself in a respectable manor by dressing accordingly, not letting my emotions get the best of me, and 
talking to others the way I would want them to talk tome. Even if someone’s being disrespectful to me I try my best 
to remain calm, because at the end of the day I’m going to feel better about myself if I handle the situation correctly.

I behave in a respectable manor by realizing my part in situations, understanding the other person’s concerns/
problems with me, and then trying to find an outcome that works for both of us. Also, I change the way I act based 
on the setting I’m in. If I’m around my friends, then I don’t have to watch the way I talk or dress. If I’m at court, I have 
to dress nice and present the best parts of myself. Something like foul language can totally change the way people 
view you, and they might lose respect for you.

I treat people the way I would like to be treated. I believe this is something that has made a lot of situations 
better for me, and in return I get more respect from my peers and authority.

COURT HOUSE ESSAY
By Anonymous

In this essay I will be explaining why it is not only important to follow court room rules for the court but also why 
it is important for yourself and others. First starting with your appearance is the most obvious and can set the tone 
for how you are perceived. Not everyone has to dress up completely in a suit but wearing a proper collared shirt, 
or business dressed, not in a short skirt or leggings and a ripped pair of styled jeans. Always make sure to not over 
do your makeup. You’re not at court to impress anyone. We are there for our own selves. Making sure your hair is 
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done and combed or put up neatly is not only done out of respect but to give yourself some motivation as well. Also 
making sure your nails are properly done and cover your tattoos if you have any and take out all face piercings. 

Properly conducting yourself in court and on court property is also important. Don’t smoke where no smoking 
signs are posted. The signs are there for the respect of not only the people who don’t smoke and children but also 
for court property so cigarettes are not left all over the court house property. Watching not only your tone of voice 
but also choice of words should be done. We are taught not to curse or yell in school or church so why do it in a 
court house. Always speak when spoken to and don’t talk out of order giving others a chance to talk out of respect 
and letting others be heard. 

Frankly I would be rather upset if I was trying to talk to the judge to be heard and all the attention is going to a 
group of people who are talking out of order and acting out inappropriately. At the end of the day we are all there 
some for the same reasons, some might be different, but we all have the right to be respected and to treat others 
how we would like to be treated when being seen in court.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Daniel Devine

For me respecting myself, others, and institutions, are sort of a no brainer in everyday life.  Having this all-
around respect will make life a lot easier and cause a lot less problems for you.  Now, if you have no respect for 
others, authority, and most importantly yourself, life is going to be very difficult.  You are constantly going to run into 
obstacles that would not be there if you just had an inkling of respect.

If and when you ever have to go into a courtroom above all you must have repect for not just the authority 
figures, but for yourself and others.  You must dress at least in business casual attire.  You need to look professional or 
the judge might think you really don’t care about the proceedings.  Also, you must be very cordial and speak politely 
and formally.  An example would be “Yes your honor. No your honor.”  These little things tend to go a long way and 
will exponentially help your cause.

The most important kind of respect in my eyes is self-respect.  Having any other kind of respect stems from 
self-respect.  If you don’t have any positive feelings for yourself then it will be almost impossible to show respect 
for anything or anyone else.  I myself have tons of self-respect now, but when I was using I had none at all.  Today I 
care how I look, dress, and act in public or in private.  When I go to court I always will at least wear a collared shirt 
with khaki pants or a nice pair of jeans.  If you strive to earn respect from others, it all starts with how you feel about 
yourself.  Also, to earn it you must give it as well.

For me, respecting other people and property comes very easy.  When someone else is speaking, be it the 
judge, prosecutor, or anyone else, do not interrupt them.  Doing that is one of the most disrespectful things you can 
possibly do.  Also, when speaking to someone else, do not speak down to them like you are better than that person, 
because you are not.  One of the most important rules to respecting property is that if it is not your property and 
don’t have permission to use or be on the property, then do not do it.  It’s pretty basic, treat other peoples’ property 
as if it were your own.

 Respect is important in all facets of everyday life, especially in the courtroom.  If you have respect in all the 
areas talked about above, then your daily life should go pretty smooth, but if you do not have any type of respect 
then your day will probably be riddled with road bumps.  Like i said before, it all starts with self-respect.  I believe if 
you have that then the rest will follow.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
   By Howard Dieterle

To be respectful in a court of law is very important. I must leave my attitude at the door because let’s face it. 
Nobody wants to be here. This is the tangled web I have created for myself. Messing around with a dangerous 
substance. Putting my own life in danger. 

Gratitude is the key to respect. For me I have to be grateful for now I have a much better life than when I was 
using heroin. The court has saved me from a much worse fate and for that I am grateful. 

I always try to be respectful to court personnel and probation officers, I try to represent myself in a respectful 
manner at all times. I do get angry having to watch people be incarcerated is not easy because I know their struggle 
is hard. So all I can do is hold it in out of respect. 

I’m really not a suit and tie kind of guy. In fact I don’t even own one but I do try to dress respectfully in court and 
at all times and to be respectful to court house property and especially the judge.

The judge has a hard job I know I try not to judge people out of respect. So it must be a hard job. I don’t know 
if I could sleep at night. I can’t imagine how difficult that job must be but someone has to do it and I do admire his 
respectfulness in court and how he handles these cases. 
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I am grateful for the respect I receive by the probation department. I think all the court personnel are very 
respectful and that helps me a lot to be respectful myself. It helps me not be so angry at the system and mostly angry 
at myself, and gives me a better attitude towards myself and my life.

If I carry that anger with me I will only get into trouble. Probably relapse and go back to jail so I have to walk in 
with respect for that system that has given me a better life. Self-respect is extremely important for my own sobriety. 
Without it I will certainly go back to my old ways of self-destruction and despair. 

My own attitude was my worst enemy in my life. The court system has helped me immensely to see that and for 
that I am gratefully indebted. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Justin Fastiggi 

The proper way I dress for court is wearing dress pants, dress shirt and a tie. Not everybody is going to come to 
court looking that way, they may not have the money to dress this way but usually a colored shirt will be ok. When 
I go to any court house the property I show the same respect to it’s property and occupants as I would in my own 
house. Not destroying anything also cleaning up after myself if I have anything with me. I present myself always with 
my head up and engaging in conversations with anyone that I encounter and ask them how they are doing. Smile at 
people who don’t wish to talk. Make sure my clothes aren’t hanging off my butt and are clean. 

A respectable way to behave in the court is just sit up straight and quiet unless the judge or another court room 
member calls on you to talk or come in front of the judge. It’s not to have side conversations while court is going 
on or to be on your phone. Another thing is there is no gum chewing in court. I respect other people by not being 
loud when I talk to them and show interest in what they have to say. Make eye contact while talking to them and 
always being polite. I respect the property by not leaving any of my belongings laying around, not slamming any 
doors, not yelling in the building and being respectful to all employees inside. If I was in front of the judge and people 
were talking in back and being disrespectful. I would stop talking and let them continue their conversation till the 
judge noticed and said something to them. As far the people who are improperly dressed, I can’t control that or do 
anything about it. I would just let the judge say or do something about it if he wished to do so.

 COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Anonymous

It is very important to respect the court legal system and most importantly hold yourself to the upmost respect. 
Growing up I was instilled certain morals and values, which even in my addiction I was aware of such as saying “please 
and thank you”, respecting my elders and authority figures and speaking in a professional setting with respect and 
dignity. Morals and values are a reflection of oneself and how people were brought up. A respectful way to dress in 
court should be “office attire” or “business like”. Women should wear slacks and a blouse with dress shoes. Nothing 
tight, ripped, revealing or business casual. Men should wear slacks and a button up shirt or a suit and tie with dress 
shoes. No T-shirts, dirty clothes, sneakers, or shirts with negative means. Some of us cannot afford the best or have 
to come to court in work clothes but we must try our best to keep ourselves put together and groomed properly. 
Follow the court rules: stay off your phone, no eating or drinking, no talking or being disruptive, and don’t get up and 
walk out. Lastly, be responsible and accountable. 

I present myself in a respectable manner by following the rules and caring about them. Being polite and having 
consideration is presented in the way I talk, walk, think, and act. I respect other people because everyone deserves 
fairness and respect. I treat others the way I would like to be treated with compassion, understanding, consideration, 
no judgement, politeness, kindness and genuineness. I know not everyone in this world is like me or practices the 
same principles but I learned not to take things personal. I respect property by grateful and taking care of it as if it 
were my own. Gratitude is a very important aspect of my life because there are people in this world that are not so 
fortunate to have things. If I was in a courtroom where there was disrespectful behavior going on and I was in front 
of the judge, I would be very frustrated and distracted. I would feel uncomfortable for the people creating it. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Anonymous

I think that you should respect the court house by dressing nice and behaving. When I go to court I wear dress 
pants and a button down shirt. I always take my hat off in the court room. When there is a case going on I sit quietly 
and pay attention to what is going on. I don’t talk to anyone while the case is going on because that is disrespectful. 
I try to behave in a respectable manner by being polite and kind to everyone. I also try to follow all the rules when 
I go to court or if I’m a guest somewhere I respect the rules that other people have. I try to treat other people’s 
property like it was my own. I wouldn’t want anyone coming into my house and sticking gum underneath my table 
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so I wouldn’t do that to theirs. It is also important to have self-respect. I think the way you feel about yourself sets 
the tone for how other people see you and how they treat you. If I was in court and it was my case going on and I 
was facing a lot of prison time and people were being disrespectful, I would feel mad. It’s something really important 
for me and my life going on and I would want to be clear headed to make the right decisions. I don’t think it would 
bother me much if my case was going on and the people in the court room were improperly dressed. I don’t see 
how that would interfere with me or my case. I think that it isn’t that hard to know how to act while you are in court. 
Or anywhere. If you respect yourself and others it should be easy to behave in a public place without causing a 
disruption.  I think it is important to be a honest, positive, and well behaved person. Especially if you are in recovery 
they are some of the key things you need to have a good solid recovery. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Jason Helewa

Respect goes a long way in the courtroom. Even outside of the courtroom respect is huge. In court I think respect 
is shown in many ways. Behavior is one and people should always conduct themselves in a kindly manor and remain 
quiet through the whole session unless spoken to. Being quiet and not interfering when court is in session is a sign 
of respect to the courts itself and to the judge. Dressing appropriately is also another sign of respect in the courts. 
At the minimum wearing a collared shirt and a nice pair of jeans or dress pants is appropriate in my opinion. A t shirt 
and a hoodie is definitely not something to wear. I look at it as wearing something I would wear to a job interview 
and not going to meet my friends for lunch. After all I like to treat people how I expect to be treated so I like to think 
if I’m respectful to some that that would treat me the same way. Even though that’s not always the case and some 
people are just rude after all I can’t do anything and about it except kill them with kindness and keep it moving. I 
can’t change the world by being respectful to someone rude but I can go to sleep at night knowing that I wasn’t rude 
or disrespectful to someone that probably didn’t deserve it and give myself a pat on the back for not coming out of 
character. I’m sure the judge feels this way a lot and I give him a lot of credit for dealing with some people the way 
he does. He sets a good example on how people earn respect and how people should give it. If I’m in front of the 
judge and people are being rude and make the judge mad that could change the whole outcome of how my session 
could end. I would definitely feel disrespected by the people in the audience and would probably resent everyone 
out there but then again that’s something I have no control over and can’t make people change how they act just 
because I want them too. But then again it’s a sign or respect that’s shown or not shown and people’s true colors 
are revealed. Like I said earlier I treat people how I would like to be treated and I hope everyone inside and outside 
of the courtroom would do so.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Lester Hoffman 

In my opinion one of the most important things in life is respect. As far as it is concerned in the court house 
setting. First and foremost is being honest. Some of the ways you can be respectful are come early and stay late. It 
is also to be quiet when the members of the drug court team are addressing you. Including, but not limited to, the 
Judge and your probation officer. Also it is quite important to be prepared. Please have your cellphones off or at least 
on vibrate. Don’t chew gum, and or use tobacco products. Neither will be tolerated. The basics of an appropriate way 
to dress for court would consist of, no ripped jeans, a collared shirt, preferably a tie. For females it’s a little different, 
so whereas me being a male I can’t speak on. But more or less just common sense. Follow all rules and regulations 
set forth in the handbook given to you when you get on drug court. And once again most of it is just basic common 
sense. And if you’re not sure just ask. They are there to help you, not harm you. Oh and try not to bring your children 
with you if at all possible. Kids will be kids and it’s not fair to them or others to have to deal with each other in such a 
confined environment. Also please try to refrain from loud and or vulgar language. They are not sentence enhancers, 
no matter what you may think. I also think that it’s also important to admit you are dirty, before you take the test. 
It just looks bad on your part. Especially when you try and make some lame ass excuse. You know who you are 
and what I mean. There are so many different ways someone can be respectful and disrespectful. These are but to 
name a few. I think that the person that did what they did for us to have to go over this commonsense bit is and was 
completely disrespectful. Still living in addiction or at least in the behaviors. 

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
 By Mike Kane

Respect. Always earned, never given. For me in any setting formal or not respect is always something you must 
show, especially in a court setting. When people don’t dress properly honestly it just makes those who do look 
better. I feel the only way to dress respectfully in court is dress pants and a dress shirt. Not jeans and a button down 
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like you just went shopping at tommy Bahama for the day. You don’t have to sit up straight with your hands crossed 
like you’re in an 8th grade class in the 40s but you can’t act out or make yourself look like a fool. Especially when 
the judge is present because then that could have negative consequences. Never take anything that’s not yours and 
never treat someone badly because you never know what they’re going through. Like I said early people who don’t 
act correctly in court just make those who do look good and will be handled accordingly so I keep to myself and 
remember why I’m there. Respect goes a long way

 
COURT HOUSE RESPECT

By Jonathan Klein
Courtroom respect and rules are an essential part of the smooth and efficient function of any court. These rules 

are set in place not only for the case, function, and safety of court employees, but also its participants.
Anyone who has ever been in any courtroom of any kind, knows a few basic rules and procedures.The most 

commonly known ones are; no phones, stay quiet, stand when addressing the honorable Judge, and wear correct 
court attire. These things might seem like minor inconveniences to most people, but rest assured they are needed. 
Phone interruptions are not only distracting but also disrespectful. The same logic applies to keeping quiet and not 
talking while court is in session. When a person is being addressed by the Judge, they need to completely concentrate 
on the matter at hand, without exception. It is also needless to say that a phone that is not silenced or a loud side-
bar conversation is extremely disruptive and disrespectful to both the participants and the Judge. Courtroom attire 
is also a very important part of the court experience. Typical courtroom dress includes anything that would be 
considered “business casual” or “business dress”. This means a collared shirt, slacks, shoes and no hats. Ripped or 
torn clothing is not allowed, along with provocative or revealing clothing. Also, no offensive messages or pictures are 
allowed under any circumstances. Different kinds of people are present and attend court. They do not need to be 
disrespected or upset by any kind of clothing one might wear. 

When I am required to be in any court, I always want to make sure I make a good impression. First impressions 
leave a lasting mark anytime you meet someone. When meeting a Judge or attorney it is important that you make a 
good impression. I do this by wearing a business suit and neck tie everytime I go to court. It presents not only an area 
of respect and cleanliness, but also a high level of maturity and good respectful conduct. Besides the proper attire, I 
always turn my cell phone OFF before court, and remain silent while seated when court is in session. This conveys a 
certain respect for not only the Judge but also the other participants. Finally, when it is my turn to be addressed by 
the Judge, I always make direct eye contact and stand when I am being addressed. This again shows respect for the 
Judge and other court officials.

If these simple rules and guidelines are followed by all employees and participants, then the court experience will 
be a pleasurable one. Despite the outcome of your case, these rules are simple and show not only your compassion 
for others when followed, but also respect. 

COURTHOUSE RESPECT  
By Anonymous

I feel that self-respect and respect for others is an important part in the way we deal with our everyday lives. 
To get respect, you must give respect. There are many courtroom etiquette rules that should be taken seriously. 
You should always wear appropriate clothing such as casual business attire. It is extremely important to be on time. 
Remember, if you are late, it makes everyone else late. You should be very considerate of others, most important, 
turn off all electronic devises before you enter the courtroom. There should be no food, drinks or gum chewing in 
court. Keep in mind, when you are speaking to the judge, stand and speak directly to him/her. 

There should be no cross talking. You should be polite and wait to speak when it’s your turn. You should not 
be argumentative to the judge; you should conduct yourself in a non-combative manner. You should never raise 
your voice to the judge. We must always remember the judge is the one with the power in the courtroom. If you 
misbehave or are disrespectful in any way, it can end up being that the judge will hold you in contempt. This means 
the judge has the power to punish you. The punishments can include fines and/or incarceration. You should be 
conscious of your body language such as hand gestures. You want your responses to be as objective and without 
emotion.  Keep in mind, silence is golden.

By showing the proper respect to the judge and their courtroom, we are showing the judge that we understand 
the importance of the case. You should make sure you listen carefully and make eye contact. You should never speak 
loudly unless you are directed to do so. You should obey all of the signs outside of the courtrooms.  

If I was in court in front of the judge and others in the courtroom were behaving disrespectful, I feel it would 
distract from my case. It could cause my case to go badly even when I wasn’t the one being disrespectful. We should 
all take being in the courtroom very seriously. Our behavior can very well be our own fate.
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COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Anonymous

How to act as well as dress in courtroom. It is always respectful to behave in any courtroom, because you are the 
face of that county, leading by example so to speak. You have an impact on the surrounding people. Courts are very 
critical in our daily lives because they regulate our behavior towards others, created to resolve disputes that can’t 
be settled yourself or laws have been broken. No matter who you are, the same rules apply. When you show respect 
in the court rules, you’re helping the court as well as yourself. Show up early, plan for the delays like transportation 
or car problems, be polite to everyone, always stand as soon as the judge walks in and no talking when the judge is 
talking. Also, no cross talk, phone’s off, take it outside. Don’t bring food or drinks inside, try not to bring your children 
as they can be disruptive and a distraction for others, make a good first impression, do not interrupt anyone who is 
speaking, answer all questions truthfully.

As far as dressing the part make sure that you dress proper, meaning a suit and a tie, or sports jacket with close 
toe shoes and a pair of slacks , button down shirt. Hair can’t be wet or messy. It needs to be nicely cut, gelled up or 
shaved, in order to look respectful cover up and hide all tattoos and or piercings. Good hygiene is always an important 
part as well. Brush your teeth comb your hair, shave ext. Don’t look dirty. Most of these people don’t know you so 
it is very important to me to go to impression. Look the part and act the part. Don’t be loud and obnoxious because 
you will not make it far at all. Things that I do to help is to make sure that all of my fines and payments are up to date. 
It shows that you are taking care of your responsibilities and money management goes a long way. Currently I have 
three different vines and I’m paying on time. One of which is almost done, I will have my license back in a short few 
months. I’m working full-time and doing my community service. Doing all the necessary steps to strive and flourish 
in order to reach my goals and never have to go through this again haha. But I guess that sums everything up... until 
the next chapter. Thank you for your help on becoming a better person.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Anonymous

For me I was raised that when I’m respected, I show the utmost respect to anyone that deserves it. As far as going 
into a court house you are supposed to act a certain way and show respect, dress with a certain code of conduct 
like dress shirt and dress pants and dress shoes or nice sneakers. And as far as picking up our trash that should be a 
no brainer. But some people were raised as if they “live in a barn.” You shouldn’t even be bringing drinks and food 
into a court house. It’s common knowledge that you cannot smoke in the court house or even close to the building 
because people vape they think that they can smoke it in public bathrooms because the smell isn’t that potent.  

While being in the court room you show the judge exceptional respect and to the others sitting listening or the 
individuals that have court cases, be quiet and be courteous. I’ve been in court and while being sentenced people 
were laughing at the time I had to do that was very disrespectful. That made me very angry and made me lash out 
and made my whole situation worse, so since then I have showed respect to anyone that is in court and remain quiet 
in court unless called upon because I know how disrespectful it is. If you are disrespectful it also may have an affect 
on your own court case so it is better just to be silent unless talked to. Moral of story treat people the same way you 
would want to be treated! Be kind, respectful and courteous and that will help you along your journey in the system.    

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Anonymous

Courthouse respect is very important to have. Court officials have worked very hard to get to the positions they 
are in and deserve respect. They are here to uphold justice. Acting appropriately in and around the courthouse is 
the right thing to do. We are all adults and should act as such. Dressing appropriately, acting with integrity, using 
proper language, not yelling or acting out are all a part of this. Many people come through these doors awaiting life 
changing decisions and are already nervous or anxious and don’t need more added to that. When we are in court 
and people are making snide remarks or laughing at others in a bad spot it is disrespectful and distasteful, we’ve all 
been in a bad position and don’t need to feel any less then we do from our peers. We are all in the same boat and 
should be here to help one another if needed. This program is here to help us in our lives and to help us stay clean. 
The last thing anyone should be doing is acting out or rebelling. Although in active addiction it is hard to accept help 
or even asking for it. Respect for the program and the people involved is all part of being an adult. It upsets me when 
people are acting out in court because I get a lot out of it. Seeing people in spots where I used to be keeps it green 
for me and makes me realize that I never want to go back to where I was. Being able to accept the program for what 
it is and not fight it or rebel from it shows growth in myself and I wish that on all the others in this program. Respect 
is something that is earned and I understand how much everyone in the courthouse has worked for their positions. 
They take their titles seriously and it shows. There is care towards us and our recovery. Making a mockery of this 
program is not only disrespectful, it is wrong and unnecessary.
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COURT HOUSE RESPECT 
By Michael Losey

I wish that I could sit here and take a guess at what courthouse respect would look like, but I’m unable. I can sit 
here and actually say what I have experienced first hand. An extremely high amount of my experience has come from 
Drug Court or just being in the Courthouse.

Anytime I have been in a Courthouse for any given reason, I would always dress properly and presentable. Clean 
hygiene has always been a must for me personally. After cleaning myself up nicely a nice pair of pants, button down 
shirt and clean shoes. It’s not that I have anyone to impress when I show up but I would like to look respectable 
around our criminal justice system and make myself feel confident. If I go in front of a judge I will always been in 
nothing less than a decent pair of shoes, good looking pants and a shirt which has a tie, again to show my respect. In 
this case it is not for just myself or the Courthouse staff but to respect the judges wishes.

However, dressing nicely is not all of what a person should do in court. Conduct is also a major factor when 
appearing in court. I have found myself in court more times than I can count, with many more appearances to go, but 
regardless of all the times I will be there I will always behave the same, dress the part so to speak and never speak 
out of turn. Sometimes that is more than what I can say for others. As an example let’s say I am in front of a judge 
or any other Courthouse employee. I should only speak unless spoken to, I will never use any kind of derogatory or 
foul language but if i do it has been or will be immediately followed up within the most sincere of apologies which I 
will address to the entire courtroom. If I act in a negative way I not only let myself down but the entire Courthouse 
and anyone in it. I also sit up straight and speak properly. These types of things come naturally to me as I have much 
respect to court the courts and the people within them such as lawyers, staff, judges and the general public.

Unfortunately, there are many people within these same courts, staff included, that may act in a disrespectful 
manner. Examples of people doing these things would be how they wear jeans, torn clothing and to put the next 
part respectfully, they are just not up to par when it comes to their own self hygiene. Not only does that create 
conflict for that person but also the people surrounding that individual as well. Another example of this disrespect 
which happens frequently is talking or laughing during court. During drug court as an example the judge may crack a 
joke or two, same with probation officers and naturally everyone will laugh including myself. However, during actual 
court cases, people sitting behind the prosecutor and the public defender people will laugh at these people whose 
cases are being heard. Although some things these defendants say are ridiculous it does not give people the right 
to laugh and that goes for anyone inside the courtroom. Those who laugh and pass comments, judgement to these 
defendants are not just disrespectful to them but it is also disrespectful to themselves and the court they serve. I 
feel that this is the same instance to passing dirty looks and head nods in disbelief or anger. No matter the case or 
the situation any person in that courtroom should sit quietly without laughter at others, facial expressions, being on 
the personal devices such as phones.

In my personal opinion, staff and the general public should carry themselves with respect in how they dress, 
speak and present themselves as I and many others do. Naturally, people will hold staff to a higher standard or equal 
standard as anyone else in the courthouse. What one would expect out of someone else on how to act that is the 
way you should be. All of this is solely just my opinion only as I can only speak for myself and not anyone else.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT                                                                                 
 By Kirsten Miller

A respectful way to dress for court is to be presentable as you would be for an interview. Presentation says a lot 
and is respectful. Examples would be not wearing any explicit or revealing clothing. The way you conduct yourself 
in a court house is the way you would conduct yourself and act in your home or in front of your family. You should 
conduct yourself in a respectful manner. You say please and thank you. You speak to the judge and all court house 
workers with the upmost respect. Examples would be yes sir, no sir, yes ma’am, no ma’am and so on. Also, you need 
to be mindful of your body language because that also says a lot about how respectful your being. I personally always 
respect myself. The way I do is dress respectfully in the proper attire as well as speak respectfully without an attitude 
even if I am upset or do not agree with something. I respect other people and other people’s property by treating 
them or their property the way I would want them to treat me or my property.  Finally, if someone was upsetting 
the Judge by being disrespectful or dressing disrespectfully I would feel sorry that they do not respect themselves 
enough to present themselves properly or treat other’s with respect. However, I would not be upset personally 
because their behavior cannot affect my own personal situation. Always be respectful, it’s simple and should be a 
part of who you are and says a lot about your character!
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COURT HOUSE RESPECT                                                                                
By Sean Miller 

For me personally I was taught at an early age how you conduct yourself while in court , at church, to a police 
officer, an elder, or anyone really with higher authority. That being said I truly believe most of the topics in this essay 
really come down to common sense and apparently many lack it. When it comes to courthouse attire I believe nice 
pants and dress shirt is fine. You don’t need to necessarily wear a tie. Dress shoes should be worn as well. The way 
you would dress on a job interview is usually a rule of thumb. Everyone knows I like to lighten the mood and have a 
good time but there is a time and place . You should never be loud in the court house.  Joking and talking is fine in 
the hallways but then obviously when you enter the court room that is when you should conduct yourself in a more 
serious behavior. I believe I do a pretty good job when it comes to presenting myself in a respectable manner. The 
drug court team knows my personality as a jokester and a easy going guy but also know I take drug court and my 
recovery very seriously. When I have something to share I stand up and share. When I don’t, I instead listen and try to 
gain benefit from those sharing . There is definitely a happy medium when it comes to both drug court and sobriety 
behavior for me. I can come across as the funny guy but also my peers know that I take things serious and handle 
my business. I handle myself the same exact way at work. Explaining my respect for other people is pretty easy . I 
show respect and in return get respect . I also get along with everyone and even if I didn’t I still would show respect 
because of how serious the situation is while in court or at the court house . I treat property as if that property was 
mine. That way usually always works to your benefit. I think if people were goofing off behind me while I was in front 
of the judge it could definitely upset me but also I have really learned a lot about expectations and in doing so the 
way others behave doesn’t really irritate me anymore. It’s part of life.

COURTROOM RESPECT 
By Michael Puglis

Respect towards other people and administrations such as the courtroom is a fundamental trait that all human 
beings have the capacity to grasp. First and foremost, respect begins with the individual themselves. If a person lacks 
self-respect, then it is highly unlikely that they will respect others. Of course, there is always the exception, but those 
people are few and far between, and sometimes, however, what may be deemed by others as disrespectful behavior, 
may be completely acceptable and/or even a sign of respect. Though the latter, may seem extreme, the world is a 
diverse place consisting of many different races and cultures, and what may be a tradition in one nation might fall as 
disrespect in another. This does not excuse an individual’s actions though. If unknowingly an act of disrespect was 
made, and then appropriate knowledge was acquired, and still that individual continued to act in a selfish manner, 
that is when the line of disrespect becomes clear. Many people have their own beliefs and principles towards life and 
living, but when you enter the space of someone or something else that has rules, regulations, and general respect, 
then as an individual, it is up to you to maintain of line of integrity and adhere to that mutual respect with positive 
intentions.

The court system has always maintained a level of integrity that demands honesty, justice, and respect. Rules 
and regulations have been in place since the birth of this nation, and those guidelines should be adhered to with 
the best of your ability. Starting with dress code, the court system has guidelines for a dress code that should be 
followed as an individual feels comfortable with. Not saying someone should walk in wearing sweatpants and t-shirt, 
but clean, neat, and groomed. This shows the court that you have your own self-respect and therefore have the 
ability to be respectful to others. Oftentimes individuals come into a courthouse, covered in dirt after work, muddy 
boots, dirty clothes as if they were sleeping on the street, hats, or looking like they are ready to work a stripper pole. 
These may be extreme cases, but anyone in the court system will agree that each of these individuals have at one 
time or another approached the bench. This behavior is irresponsible, and shows a level of disrespect that will not 
go unnoticed and more often than not, those individuals lack of respect goes well beyond the courtroom. Aside from 
appearance, the way a person conducts themselves speaks a far greater story than the clothes they wear. Simple 
common courtesy at the minimum, should always be a part of someone’s demeanor. Talking during trial or when 
someone is in front of the judge should not occur, phones should be on silent, and rude obnoxious behavior should 
be nonexistent. Understandably, emergencies happen, sickness happens, loved one’s need to reach you, etc. and 
simply excusing yourself quietly from the courtroom to take care of your business or emergency is acceptable as long 
as the intention is justifiable. Leaving court to talk to a friend about going to the movies later can wait, but a sick child 
at home is something that anyone with kids should agree comes first and foremost.

Growing up, I was always taught to be respectful to my elders and all living things. That laid a positive foundation 
I believe for my behavior now as an adult. When attending a court appearance, I try and keep my appearance neat 
and clean. I may not wear a 3-piece suit or shiny black loafers, but my wardrobe for court is chosen based on a level 
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of respect and professionalism. I sit quietly and respectful and off my phone, unless an obligation that affects my 
well-being presents itself. As far as other people, I have always lived under the principle of “do unto others, as you 
would have them do unto you” always trying to maintain a level of respect towards other people as I would like to 
be treated. Often times I get annoyed by the level of disrespect I am given by individuals or see other individuals 
receive, cause I’ve always tried to live life respecting other people’s individuality. This kind of reaction for me has 
gotten myself in trouble in the past, but as I grew older and more spiritual, I learned to be accepting of other people’s 
faults, and focus more on my own. In all honesty if I were in front of a judge and people were being disrespectful, 
it would probably show on my face, my level of disgust. If it was out of hand or extreme, I may even find myself 
respectfully asking them to show a little respect for the court and I. 

As far as dress code is concerned, it doesn’t really bother me at all. I try and dress appropriate out of respect for 
the court, but I do not believe that a person is disrespecting an ideal based on what they’re wearing, that is just my 
honest opinion. I’m a very open individual who understands that some people’s choice in clothing may be due to a 
situation in their life, such as conflicting schedules, lack of transportation, financial instability, or mental illness. It’s 
all about the level of presentation of an individual, not their wardrobe that defines a person’s respect and intent.

  
COURT HOUSE RESPECT

By Anonymous
Respect comes in so many ways and forms. It is a very important part of daily life not only for myself but others. 

When I was in my active addiction I didn’t respect myself much and I didn’t respect anyone else. I was a broken mess. 
Since I have gotten clean and have learned a lot about myself and my addiction I have gained a lot of respect for 
myself and I feel you can’t respect anything or anyone else if you don’t have respect for yourself. It isn’t always easy I 
have bad days or off days. This is recovery it’s not always perfect but I love and respect it none the less today. In the 
beginning when I first started Drug Court I was nervous, quiet and scared. As I made a few friends I started talking a 
lot more and a lot more during court. At that time I didn’t realize how disrespectful I was being. Now I understand it is 
unfair to everyone else there who isn’t talking. This past month a lot of good has happened in my life and my respect 
and self-worth have increased dramatically.  I myself have changed who I sit near in court and I make sure I have the 
proper clothes for court. I see people being disrespectful all the time and sometimes I want to say something bit 
lately I have felt I need to concentrate on myself and put my energy towards myself and my program. I see people 
vaping in bathrooms or talking trash about the probation officers and I try to block it out now so I don’t feed off of or 
into that bad energy. It’s not always easy and I sometimes fail but i am much more aware of these things now and I 
am making the effort to change the things i can to make myself the best self I can be. Sometimes I have a very difficult 
time communicating with my probation officer. I feel as if she never believes me or u understands me and sometimes 
I don’t  understand her. I give her respect and I try to listen and not be rude to disrespectful.  Sometimes my freedom 
or future can be greatly affected and it can be very difficult.  But I am not trying or wanting to be disrespectful. I am 
trying to advocate for myself and I am trying to not get ran over as sometimes I feel I am just getting ran over. Maybe 
we should all together as a group try and help everyone give the courts and the programs more respect. I truly 
believe we can all help each other and help each other get better together. I also think how some of our probation 
officers talk to us greatly has a positive or negative impact on our respect. It needs to be addressed as a whole from 
all parts not just one. We are broke people and we are so fragile and so new to sober life or life in general. Sometimes 
one word can break our spirit. We all as a group need to come together. 

      
COURT HOUSE RESPECT 

By Anonymous
Ever since I can remember my father always taught me how to dress nice and accordingly depending on the 

occasion. And whenever I had court I always remember him saying let me see how you are dressed. He would go 
on a long rant about how it’s not professional to walk into a court room with a pair of shorts and sneakers on. To 
be honest for the longest time when I was younger I didn’t fully understand it. Then once I started growing up an 
started going to court a little more often I realized how disrespectful an dirty it looked when people didn’t how up 
to court dressed accordingly. When I am in the court room I expect everyone to be acting on their best behavior so 
that includes things such as keeping your mouth shut, no cell phones going off, dressing the right way. Simple things 
like that which make a difference. Whenever I am out an about I always respect peoples belongings the same way I 
do mine because I hope that if things were the other way around and I have people at my place then they would be 
treating my thing with respect. The Golden Rule always comes to mind when I am thinking about respect because it 
is something my parents taught me at a young age and it has stuck with me ever since.
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COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Jennifer Space

A respectful way to dress in a court room is wearing nice clothes, hair done, and carrying yourself in a respectable 
manner. Also, by conducting yourself with respect for the court house itself. Not smoking, being quiet overall caring 
for the court house.   

As for myself I respect the rules of the courthouse. By showing respect and dressing properly and being 
understanding to other peoples’ feelings. When it’s my urn to go in front of the judge I would want respect and 
people not talking so I could hear what the judge is saying. I would be really upset if other people was talking or 
laughing while I was up in front of him. So it’s common sense to have  respect when you go to court and respect the 
property as well.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Anonymous

It is important to be respectful in a court house because it is a professional setting and in certain settings there 
are proper ways to conduct yourself and your behavior. Proper attire for court would be for guys a collard shirt and 
nice jeans or dress pants and for girls, nice shirt with nice jeans or dress pants, or a nice dress. While in court your 
behavior should be respectful there should be no outburst, loud talking or cell phone use. You should be seated in 
a nice respectful manner and paying attention to the person speaking. I personally present myself by always being 
dressed in a collared shirt once court has begun I sit quietly and listen to the court cases as they are going on. I 
never outburst or talk loudly while court is in session. I stay off of my cell phone and make sure it is on silent so I 
don’t cause any interruptions. For me I behave in a respectable manner by not having side conversations and sitting 
quietly always paying attention to what’s going on in court. I don’t speak unless I am called upon and don’t outburst 
my feelings in the middle of a court case. I respect other people by not acting out of character weather I agree with 
what’s going on or not I keep my emotions to myself and don’t outburst or become disrespectful. I always respect 
court house property I always clean up behind myself and don’t act destructively on court house property. I don’t 
deface anything and I treat all objects in the court house like its my own. If I was in front of the judge and people 
were being disrespectful and not acting accordingly I would be very upset because court affairs are very serious 
matters and they should be treated as such. I feel that people wouldn’t want to be disrespected if they were in front 
of the judge and should treat others how they want to be treated. This is how I feel myself and all other individuals 
should conduct themselves in a court house setting.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT
By Eva Sliker

When you have court or going to support someone that has court you should dress properly. Wearing pajamas, 
ripped close, dirty close or revealing clothes is not acceptable. By wearing these things you are saying you have no 
respect for the judge and you really don’t have any self-respect for yourself. Also you are not being very respectable 
two others that have court cause what your wearing could distract others. If you want to show that you have self-
respect and that you respect others you should dress appropriately. For women you should wear a decent dress 
nothing revealing. You can also wear dress pants or slacks and a nice dress shirt. For men either suit or a nice pair of 
pants with a buttoned-up shirt and a tie is optional. You should think of it as dress to impress.

When you go before the judge you should stand up straight no slouching. How you stand also can show respect 
for the judge. To me watching shows that you really don’t give a crap. Also been talking to the judge you should say 
yes or no your honor. Saying that shows that you have respect for the judge. You should never curse at the judge or 
anybody in the courthouse. For example one time when I was in court the person that was before the judge curse 
that him. I really don’t want to repeat what was said. I was so shocked that someone could be so disrespectful and I 
felt disrespected. No matter how mad you get you should still show respect to the judge. By showing respect it says 
that you’re an adult not a child.

A good example of being respectable is from the officers when you first walk into the courthouse. They say good 
morning, afternoon or evening, depending on the time of day. Also, sometimes they ask how you’re doing. To me 
that shows me that they have self-respect and they respect you as a person.

    Also you shouldn’t deface or destroy any courthouse property. For example don’t write on anything, break 
anything and dispose of garbage properly. Littering or destroying anything shows that you have no self-respect and 
don’t respect the things that don’t belong to you.

    So, in conclusion if you want to be treated with respect or show people that you have self-respect you need to 
respect them first. You can do this by talking to them with respect and dressed to impress.
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Court House Respect
By Anonymous

            A courthouse is no place to be disrespectful or to act inappropriately. When I have gone to court in the past 
or the present I dress and act accordingly. In my eyes this means that I dress in dress pants, a button-down collared 
shirt with a tie, and with dress shoes. I was told I had to wear this when I was sentenced to drug court however i 
would have dressed that way anyway.

           While being on court property by conduct myself accordingly. To me this means being respectful to others 
who are there as well. It means following the rules like smoking and vaping in the designated areas and the putting 
cigarette butts in the receptacle.

            Presenting myself in a respectable manner means dressing properly, being respectable to others, and 
acting in a way that shows respect for others and also for myself. This will show the officers of the court that you have 
self-respect and are a respectable person.

            To me respecting others is something I try to do everywhere not just at the courthouse. As long as I am 
treated with respect I will always give that same respect back. Even if someone disrespects me at the courthouse or 
somewhere else, I am learning how to deal with it without acting out. I can never know what is going on in someone 
else’s life, maybe they’re having a bad day and are venting on me but I am learning not to be nasty back and to 
be the bigger person and just let it go. I know that some people on drug court pick on certain people and I make 
sure I distance myself from that. I will have no part in putting others down for any reason even if it seems justified. 
Respecting the property is also important. To me that means not throwing cigarettes on the ground, or writing stupid 
things in the bathroom stalls.

            I feel there is disrespectful behavior from a certain few people in drug court. They always make comments 
or sounds when people are in front of the judge. It’s very immature and inappropriate. We are all adults and should 
act like it. The fact that people have to be told to sit somewhere else because they can’t be quiet and sit still for 
an hour or two is crazy. Like I said we are all adults and know how to behave respectfully but we have to choose to 
behave accordingly. If we choose to act immature and be disrespectful I think disciplinary action should be taken on 
those people so they don’t continue to disrupt those acting as they should be.

COURT HOUSE RESPECT 
By Anonymous

Being respectful in a court house is very important to most people, but unfortunately there are some people 
who do not follow courtroom etiquette. This can severely impact the outcome of whatever judgement or sentence 
they are looking at. There are many ways someone can be disrespectful in a courtroom, such vulgar language, talking 
on a cell phone, inappropriate dress attire, smoking or vaping in the building or even littering. 

Personally, I try to handle myself in the most professional way. I like to look clean and well kept, as if I am going on 
a job interview. I try to conduct myself with respect as well as respecting the other people who are in the courtroom 
with me. When speaking with the judge I try to show him the same respect that I would want, such as addressing 
them as “Sir”,  “Ma’am”, or “Your Honor”. I speak clearly and respectfully. As for sitting in the courtroom waiting to 
see the judge, I try to stay off my cell phone and pay attention to what is going on during the court session. I do not 
want to get the attention of the courtroom and have them think that i am being disruptive and get the judge in a bad 
mood before or even after I go up to see him. If someone made the judge angry before I went up to see him I would 
be very upset and worried about how that would affect his judgement of me. I try not to get the judge angry while I 
am in front of him because I wouldn’t want someone else to do that to me. Judge Hubner is such a calm, down-to-
earth, fair judge that he deserves to be treated equally as fair. The one day in court, a woman from jail cursed at him 
while she was walking out so he stopped her and brought her back into the courtroom. He was not happy but he 
was also very calm and forgiving. He gave her the chance to apologize, which she didn’t right away, but he still gave 
her that opportunity. I honestly admired him for how calm he stayed during that situation, I don’t think I could have 
showed the same forgiveness and understanding as he did. I think that people that are disrespected to the judge 
are just angry at themselves and do not know to handle the anger. I will continue to show the whole justice system 
respect because they hold the key to my future.
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MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY (PART 2)
                

The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) defines recovery as “A process of 
change through which individuals improve their health and wellness, live a self-directed life, and strive to reach their 
full potential.”  www.samhsa.gov/recovery 

They further define 4 Domains of Recovery:
1 . Health – overcoming or managing one’s disease(s) or symptoms, making informed healthy choices that
 support physical and emotional well-being
2 . Home – having a stable and safe place to live
3 . Purpose – conducting meaningful daily activities, such as a job, school, volunteerism, family caretaking, or
 creative endeavors, and the independence, income, and resources to participate in society.
4. Community – having relationships and social networks that provide support, friendship, love, and hope. 
 
On the following pages, the participants express how they feel they are doing in these various essential domains 

of their recovery and ways in which they plan to strengthen any areas in which they would like to do better.
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MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Thomas Brodhecker

Managing my recovery didn’t come easy to me at first and I still struggle with it sometimes. The four domains 
which I would like to focus on are: health, home, purpose, and community. Since November 25th 2016, my life has 
changed so much. I would of never thought that any of this had to do with me getting better and healthier. Health 
was figuring out that I had a disease and that I had to do something about it, getting my mind clear and starting to 
be honest with everyone and myself. Once I did, then came home was when people in my home life saw me fixing 
my health and they were willing to support and give me every chance possible and I had a healthy and stable place 
to live. I’ve always had purpose with work, but it wasn’t until a year into my recovery when I found my purpose in 
helping the still sick and suffering. It wasn’t until I learned the gift I was given, I couldn’t keep. Unless I gave it back 
did the real meaning of my life appear and my meaning was to help my community and be a respectful member of 
it and not want to do it for people to see but do it because I love the way it makes me feel. I think the part I struggle 
the most with and need to work on every day is the mental and physical health. Living life on life’s terms is not easy. 
Life gets crazy at times and emotional and sometimes it’s just downright hard. But when life is not going the way I 
want it, I need to remember the only thing that can make anything worse is to pick up a drink or drug. So, when I’m 
having a tough time with my mental or physical heath I need to have a plan and my plan is to use the phone to call 
my support group and tell people what’s going on in my life and where I’m at. Because my thinking got me to where 
I was not where I’m at. I can get high or drunk or stay sober. The choice is always mine. We need one another to 
overcome this problem. No one has to do it alone. So talk to people. Get to a meeting. And be honest. That’s what I 
have to do at the end of the day. There is no substitute for a meeting

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

I am overcoming and managing my health by listening to the advice doctors and healthcare physicians recommend 
for me. I take my medication regularly each day along with vitamins. I also get the Vivtrol shot once a month. I don’t 
miss a day and I reschedule and show up to all my appointments. I go to meetings regularly as recommended too. I 
see my family now regularly and keep relationships with healthy friends.

Right now I am living with my family. Their home is a safe place with stability. I’m not sleeping out or jumping 
around to different places anymore to live. I am getting my own apartment soon to have a stable and safe environment 
not only for myself but for my son too.

I take care of my one-year old son. I take care of all his needs such as feed him, change his diaper, play with him, 
and anything else that comes with taking care of him. I’m slowly going to get myself into hobby’s I like again. I go to 
the mall again with my mom and grandma like I used to do all the time when I was younger. I would like to get into 
painting and drawing again and be more creative and do crafts to put up in my home. I would also like to go bike 
riding which I used to love to do too. I feel like I will slowly get back into what I love to do it will just take some time.

I have definitely made more friends in the last 6 months than I did in the past year. They are healthy relationships. 
I have gone for ice cream and bowling and gone to movies which is something I haven’t done in years. My family 
is the biggest support right now for me but having friends outside of family is important too. It helps to be able to 
express myself to them how I’m feeling when I feel down or have anxiety about something.

My most difficult domain is managing my purpose. I don’t know what to do with myself. It’s hard to get back into 
the things I used to love to do because it’s hard to start it and I have fear with starting it. Sometimes I feel like maybe 
what I like is stupid or not cool which saying that sounds stupid but I just get scared. I like to do what other people like 
doing more than something for myself. I need to get over this fear I have about myself. It’s me that think I’m not cool. 
That’s how I ended up doing drugs in the first place. I didn’t like who I was. But who I am defines me and because I 
haven’t had hobbies in years I lost who I am. Now I need to rediscover myself.

I am going to improve in my life’s purpose Where and how  I’m going to start is I’ve always wanted to live near 
the water like the ocean so I’m not going to let fear stop me this time and I’m going to go through with moving near 
the water. I love the water and the lifestyle it comes with living in a beach area. I’m hoping by doing this it will inspire 
my creativity again.

For who I feel like I needed to leave my sons father for a really long time now and never did because of fear and I 
don’t want him to stop me from living my best self and happy life I could have. I sacrificed my happiness to stay with 
him because I felt bad. I can’t do that anymore even though it’s familiar and sometimes feels safe it’s not. It always 
leads back to the same thing and I’m tired of reliving a certain lifestyle i only have when I’m with him.

I’m starting this plan right now. I’m looking for apartments in a new area. I don’t live with my sons father anymore 
and as much as he tries to guilt me to get back together with him or tells me what a horrible person I am or all these 
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negative opinions about me I remind myself it’s just his opinion it’s not facts and not everyone thinks these things 
about me. I want to only bring positive thoughts into my life. I will be okay. Change isn’t easy it’s very uncomfortable 
and I’m doing everything right now I wouldn’t normally do so that my life can change. I am overcoming and managing 
my health by listening to the advice doctors and healthcare physicians reccomend for me. I take my medication 
regularly each day along with vitamins. I also get the Vivtrol shot once a month. I don’t miss a day and I reschedule 
and show up to all my appointments. I go to meetings regularly as recommended too. I see my family now regularly 
and keep relationships with healthy friends.

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2 
By Amanda Conklin

I have reached a point in my recovery that I am able to openly and honestly examine myself including my 
behaviors and emotions and well being. Taking the time to really look close at each domain of my recovery I have 
noticed both growth and areas of struggle. In comparison to a year ago my physical heath has much improved. 
Feeling good emotionally has inspired me to want to feel just as good physically. I do this by taking walks, choosing 
healthier meals and refraining from all drug use my energy level has improved greatly.

My living situation is not Ideal but i am grateful to have a roof over my head and be a hands on p[arent to my 
son. At this stage in my life, I often feel like I should be on my own, with my own things and my own space, being self 
supporting but I know this is just a stepping stone to achieving that. I get help from mom with transportation and all 
needs of dad to day living. In actuality This is a great support to me in early recovery and I’m lucky to have it.

The most amazing part of my recovery is that I now have a purpose. In the process of gaining a life back I’ve 
accomplished things like having a job that I love and most importantly being here for my 13 year old and participating 
in life as a parent. Being involved in his education, social life, discipline and guidance has given me great purpose.

I’ve even grown as a member of the community by having a job that involves the community. I attend meetings 
regularly and have built connections with other people in my town. I do things with my son such as attend local 
events, attend my program, reach out to people in need and have mended many relationships with family and 
friends. I have good, clean and sober people in my life today who are supportive of me and contribute a great deal 
of love and positivity to my recovery.

The domain that I struggle the most with at this point is my health. This greatly affects my self esteem. Spending 
a long period of time in jail I happened to gain quite a bit of weight. Enough weight that it doesn’t just impact my 
looks but its a cause of concern for my health. I don’t feel physically fit and that really changed the way I see myself 
and how I feel about myself which has a negative impact on my emotional and mental health as well. Recognizing 
this issue and having awareness of it gives me an opportunity to change it.

My Action Plan:
The first thing I can do to improve my health is make a schedule to increase the amount of time i put into 

exercise. Setting a reasonable and realistic goal is the most logical thing to do. I can set aside 30 minutes each night 
to take a walk around my development and start with that. I can also take a closer look at the nutrition facts of the 
food I am eating. I will limit eating on the go and begin preparing all meals myself.  It’s also important for my child to 
have healthy eating habits so that is a great inspiration for me. I think to improve my self esteem, having a positive 
affirmation daily and sticking to it will help me see the positive things about myself. I would also like to start keeping 
a small journal of my day and the improvements I make for my health this will help me to see the changes and keep 
track of my progress. I will also be open with my counselor, sponsor and family about my struggle and ask for support 
in the changes im making. This seems like a realistic plan and I look forward to making the changes. To improve my 
thoughts and actions of dedication will only be a positive asset not only to my physical health but all areas of my life.

 
MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2

By Anonymous
Now that I am in recovery, every aspect of my life is so much better than it was when I was still using. My health 

is finally something that is a priority to me; I go to the doctor when I’m sick, I get check ups, and I’m starting to eat 
healthier and exercise more. I’m at a much healthier weight and feel so much better than I did when I was getting 
high. 

             My home life is 10 times better than it was. Before, there was constantly fighting and chaos, and I would 
always end up getting kicked out. Today, I don’t have to worry about getting thrown on the street. Me and my mom 
have a much better relationship then we had when I was still out there. I’m much more tolerable to be around, and I 
don’t give her a reason to fight with me. I’m still working on it, but I do have purpose to my life today. I’m working a 
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full- time job, I’m involved with NA, I have a girlfriend that loves and cares about me, and I have goals for the future. 
I wouldn’t have any of these things if I was still getting high. I’m working on getting a manager’s position at my job 
(Dunkin Donuts) and want to continue to grow with the company for now. Eventually, I might go and try to get 
involved with some type of trade, but today this works best for me and works around my schedule. 

I have found a wonderful community of people who support and care about me in NA/AA. I wouldn’t be where 
I am today without their constant concern and motivation to push forward. 

I am having the most difficult time finding my purpose. I know I have many different purposes here. But I’m 
having a hard time picking what I want to do with my life in the long run, and keep going back and forth between 
different ideas. I wish it was more clear which path I should choose, but I’m confident that if I take the time to make 
my decision I will end up making the right one. 

I’m going to improve this area of my recovery by continuing to work hard and staying focused. By the beginning 
of 2020, I would like to have the manager’s position at Dunkin donuts. If I land that, then I’m going to stay there 
probably until I finish drug court, but in the meantime I will still be looking at my options and figuring out what the 
best one is. Once I finish drug court I hope I will have a clear path mapped out, and I will pursue that. If I don’t get 
that position I think I will stay looking for something better now, but it will be hard considering I have a difficult 
schedule to work around.  

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

My health is a little messed up right now because of the medication that I am on. But I am working on that 
situation to fix it because I want to be a productive member of society and get a job and be a wonderful mother. 
My housing situation is different than others but it’s definitely stable and a safe place for me to be. I’m working on 
making a social network but I am getting a lot closer to my family members such as my mother, brother, aunt, nieces, 
and nephews. The hardest thing I’m struggling with right now in my recovery is my mental health. I am currently 
getting in an outpatient program to help me get better. I’m working on things that are making me struggle the worse. 

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2 
By Anonymous

When it comes to my health I have not only experienced physical issues but also mental health issues from my 
addiction. A lot of my mental health issues I have either blocked away with using drugs or have been too scared to 
face and ignored which made my anxiety and depression worse to the point I would use more and more to mask my 
feelings to avoid any and all issues. I have also like most other heroin addicts have faced the issues with the physical 
health issues that come with the territory. But since my last relapse I have taken the right approach to not only face 
the fears of any mental health issues I have but also I have taken the steps to get my health back to normal by being 
proactive with my doctor’s and taking the steps to a better diet and exercise to keep my health in order and now on 
Vivitrol to help me stay sober and help with any cravings I may have. 

Like many other addicts I too have lost everything and have been homeless or spent nights sleeping in places 
that today I wouldn’t step anywhere close to. I have hit a bottom one too many times and have burned a lot of 
bridges along the way. But today I have been spending time trying to mend those bridges I burnt and live with my 
family who are such a positive role in my recovery. They help me when needed and in return I am able to also now 
help them when needed which is made such a great and strong living environment for not only my family and my 
baby daughter but for myself and my Recovery. 

So today by following the right suggestions and putting my Recovery first I have been able to be a mom to such a 
beautiful little girl who is the world to me and the biggest blessing in my life. I can now be a sister than my family can 
depend on and trust, a daughter that is there for my mother through the good and bad times she may go through 
and a friend to those I care for that can trust me and rely on me to be there with a helping hand and do so sober. 

I can now with the help from those in the rooms and the right people I have surrounded myself with am able to 
keep a gainful employment, be able to volunteer and give back to my community and be able to help my family. If I 
was still using and not facing my fears none of this would be possible if I was still in active addiction. 

If I had to pick on area I am having trouble in it would have to be Purpose. Only because I am now looking more 
at my future and have decided I need to go back to school to be able to pick any area where I am interested in and 
be able to make a career out of it and be able to support myself and my daughter. I am still a little undecided what 
kind of course I would like to study, but I’m not letting that discourage me and have been doing a little research in a 
few different careers I am interested to see which one will best suit me.
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MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Daniel Devine

     I believe my health domain has been very strong since I started drug court in January.  I’ve been clean for a 
little over six months.  Physically and mentally I haven’t felt this great in years.  Right of the bat I started going back 
to the gym and eating healthier.  Not only has that helped me get back in shape, it has been very helpful at relieving 
stress as well.

   My home life has been very important to my recovery.  Being able to go back to a drug free and loving 
environment has helped me keep what’s important at the forefront of my journey.  I feel that the lol fee I have been 
clean, the better my home life has become.

     My purpose domain can finally start becoming bigger in my life.  Right now I go to IOP two days a week 
because I just received a drop down day. Hopefully in the coming weeks I will start working for my friends clean out 
company.  I also just started the process of trying to go back to school.  I’m interested in the new welding program 
at SCCC.  Also, I try to spend time helping my grandfather. He’s 92 and he enjoys watching the Yankees play so I’ll 
just sit and talk with him while it’s on. It’s the little things really. I make my three AA meetings a week and have been 
working on the steps with my sponsor.

    Right now my social network is not as big as I’d like it to be, but it’s a work in progress.  My family has been 
huge in my recovery.  They have been super supportive and understanding.  My brother Ryan is also on drug court 
so it helps to have someone at home that completely understands my life right now and it’s good to be going down 
this road together.  Most my friends right now are in recovery so we tend to go to meetings together. I’m starting to 
get back a couple of my old friends I had before my addiction to drugs, which is awesome. I know it takes time, but 
every rebuilt bridge makes it all worth it.

    The section I am having the most difficulty right now with is purpose.  It’s not that I haven’t wanted to work 
or go back to school, it’s because up until now I really didn’t have much time to pursue these areas of my life.  IOP 
and drug court have consumed my life since I started both in January.  Now I only go to IOP two days and drug court 
two days so I can start to shift some of my focus to work and going back to college.

    My action plan for improving this area of my recovery is quite simple.  For work I have a friend who owns a 
clean out company and asked me a couple weeks ago if I wanted to work for him.  I said yes, but it was too difficult 
with the few hours I could work. Now that I have more free time I contacted him to let him know that I can work 
around three to four days a week.  Now, to go back to school I’ve been talking with my counselor at IOP and we 
talked about contacting DVR about assisting with my schooling.  I will need to first contact the college to see when 
the program starts up and if there is room for me to join.  Once I get these two areas of my life going, I will once again 
be able to be a cog in the wheel of society.

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Ryan Devine

There exist four domains, or dimensions, of recovery as defined by SAMSHA. These distinct areas of our lives 
help define us in our new lives of recovery. Striving to achieve balance, and continually working on these domains 
will aid us in our goal of living a productive, meaningful life.

    Health is the first domain of recovery. I believe I am doing well in this area. I have overcome the overwhelming 
urge to continue using which plagues many addicts after starting a program of recovery. I am successfully managing 
my disease of addiction by making positive, healthy choices about my lifestyle and my physical, mental and emotional 
well-being. I am learning to eat healthier, exercise and remain aware of maintaining a positive attitude to ensure a 
healthy life in all ways possible.

    Home is the second domain of recovery. I have a stable and safe place to live. I am surrounded by my family, 
who provide love and emotional support. My home life is in a very good state of being. I value my relationships with 
my mother, father, grandfather and brother who are my immediate familial support system. The love and wisdom i 
receive from them is indeed a pillar of my outlook on life. Having a healthy, positive and stable home life has been a 
great boon in my new way of thinking and living. 

    Purpose is the third domain of recovery. My day is very busy at the moment with IOP groups and counseling, 
as well as with required Drug Court obligations. I attend all required NA/AA meetings, and as i progress in getting 
acclimated to these groups I plan to add volunteering/service to my social calendar. Although I have not been able to 
work at the present time with nearly every day containing either IOP, reporting obligations and meeting attendance, 
I plan on acquiring a job as soon as I can following my upcoming shift from IOP to OP. I do household chores and help 
out with everyday tasks in my home life. As time becomes available, I will round out this domain of recovery.
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    Community is the fourth domain of recovery. Since moving back to Sussex County following ten months in 
short-term and long-term treatment, I have been steadily building my network of recovery. I have reconnected with 
positive, sober friends who are productive, vital members of their neighborhoods and of society in general. I have 
continued my relationship with my supportive family members, and words cannot fully express how important my 
family is to me. I feel greatly appreciated and accepted, but most of all loved. This gives me the upmost hope for a 
positive, healthy and successful future.

    The one domain which I would say I am lacking in, or having the most difficulty managing would be Purpose. 
With my current IOP and Drug Court schedule, having a job isn’t very much possible at the moment. The income 
and resources aspects of the Purpose domain also are wanting as a result of the lack of gainful employment. Not 
owning or having consistent access to a car or transportation also is an obstacle to gaining employment, as no public 
transportation exists anywhere remotely near to my residence. 

    My plan of action is to be patient, as within the next week I am being dropped down to OP from IOP, and will 
have two free days that can hopefully become days on which I can work. I will apply for jobs in my area that I feel will 
be the most beneficial to my situation. I will attempt to find ways to acquire transportation, no matter the difficulty. 
I will reach out to family and friends for assistance if I require it. By using common sense and a practical approach, I 
will be able to successfully address the aspects of Purpose that are lacking at this time--job, income and resources.

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Justin Fastiggi 

    I started by making more healthy choices after I got out of the long term program I attended. I went to a 
meeting that night and asked for help. I got some numbers and started calling people and going to more meetings. I 
found a sponsor the first week I was out and started calling him daily. I also started reading the big book and the AA 
12 and 12 book. I have made a huge network of people to talk to if I am struggling or need help. They are family now 
and I’m so grateful I gave the aa program a chance. I go to a program where we work out the first hour, meditate/
yoga the second hour and the last hour we do a group. It is working great for me being able to get my mind and body 
working together to recover. I eat a lot of high protein food and make sure I take vitamins daily.

     At home I live with my parents and my younger brother. We all get a long great and they are all very supportive 
of my recovery. My younger brother is a graduate of drug court and is on the alumni team. We usually go to a 
meeting together on Mondays and helps me if I have any questions about aa or recovery. My parents just got a new 
puppy last week and it’s a ball of energy around the house. They also help with taking care of my two nephews a few 
times a week. They are great grandparents and do anything they can to help me or my brothers.

     As of now my daily activities consists of going to my outpatient drug program, working as a landscaper, drug 
court and going to meetings. I do some volunteer work up at saint Jude’s up the street from my house when asked. 
I continue to pay my bills and save any extra money I can. I started going back to church again but now I go with 
my sponsor but its to a different church. I use to go to a catholic church but now I go to a Christian church, I wasn’t 
getting a great message from my old church. I know my purpose and it might be hard to do right now but I’m suppose 
to tell the world about who Jesus Christ is. God is very important in my life and I always put him first now. My sponsor 
is very spiritual and reconnected me with God and I’m so grateful for him to be in my life. I pray many times a day 
and mostly for the addicts I know that are still sick and suffering and I pray they see the light of Christ and don’t die 
without knowing him. I was blessed with the gift of Understanding! I did want to comprehend the fact that I had a 
problem and that I wasn’t in control of my own life. I was told by my sponsor that “God doesn’t row”. Meaning that 
you can give him the wheel to drive but you have to put in the foot work and be active in better your life. It takes a 
lot of work to change your behaviors and fix the damage from the years of active addiction. With that being said I’m 
just going to continue to do the next right thing, continue praying, and helping people anyway that I can.

         My community life has completely changed! I was the person your parents told you not to hang 
around. I ran around the streets selling and using drugs for almost 15 years. Now that I have been home from the 
long-term program and started working a program of recovery my friends and peoples’ thoughts about me have 
completely changed. I went from posted online that I was a drug dealer and if you needed drugs to call me and 
people saying how bad of a person I was. Now I have people posting that I’m a miracle and how happy they are to 
have me in their life. I have made so many new friendships in aa and now call them family because of how close I 
have become with them. I want to estimate that I’ve made 40-50 new friends since I’ve been about 3 months now. 
The cops at the court house and even the compliment me on how I look good and ask me how I’m doing versus what 
did you do this time?” It took a lot of hard work to get where I’m at in my life. With the help of my sponsor and his 
spiritual guidance I know that anything is possible in life. With Jesus the impossible becomes possible! I don’t look at 
my past as stumbling blocks but rather as steppingstones to my future. I’m grateful for all the experiences I’ve been 
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through because it made me the man that I am today.
     I want to continue to better my health. I did many years of damage to it and it hurts on a regular basis. I’m 

dropping down to one day a week at new pathway and that’s where I was working out but that’s not enough to keep 
my body in shape. I know I landscape and that’s tough work but I want to get a gym membership and start going there 
a few times a week. I’m only going to be at program once a week and that’s not enough working out for me in a week. 
So there’s a local Crunch fitness close by, I think I’m going to get a membership there. I’m going to talk to my brother 
about setting up a better diet plan and get a workout routine together. He is certified by the state of New Jersey as a 
personal trainer. So he has a lot of knowledge that I can get from when once I get on top of this goal. I plan to start 
doing it once I get my schedule a little more stable and figure out each day I’m going to be working and factor in drug 
court and meetings.  

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

I’m doing well in health because I take care of myself physically. I eat well and I do a lot of physical activities. I’m 
healthy emotionally because I talk about what’s going on with me and if something is bothering me I will make sure 
I talk about it. I have a new home environment and it’s is a safe and stable place to live it also gives me a sense of 
purpose because it gives me responsibilities and independence. My job also give me a sense of purpose.  I have a 
good network of people in my life. My family and my girlfriend are awesome support.  They give me support and 
love with everything I do. I also have a few good friends that I keep in touch with and we check up on each other. If I 
had to pick one that I could improve in, it would be health. I could quit smoking and drinking energy drinks. And eat 
healthier and exercise more. My plan is to try to cut down on my smoking and drinking energy drinks. I’ll try to only 
smoke a certain amount of cigarettes a day and then keep decreasing it until I stop smoking. And the same goes for 
energy drinks. 

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

1.  Health: In early recovery, I decided that I didn’t want to live in pain any longer. I had physical pain due to a 
herniated disk in my lower back. I made the effort to control that pain by doing physical therapy for three month 
while I was in a halfway house. It was difficult transporting myself to the therapist three times a week but I made 
sure that I accomplished that goal. By doing the physical therapy, I have been able to manage and tolerate the pain 
with little medication.

I also accomplished the goal of getting my dental work done. It was a difficult task of having teeth extracted 
without medication but it was a temporary pain. Knowing that I would be able to smile again with confidence gave 
me the ability to overcome the pain.

Another health issue I focused on was my mental and emotional health. For the first time in my life, I started 
seeing a therapist/social worker. I finally starting talking to someone I could trust about all my feelings that I bury 
inside. The feelings that feed my addiction. I am finally expressing them which in turn help me understands myself 
and my disease of addiction. I have chosen to continue therapy, as it helps my well being.

2.  Home: For eight months I had resided at a halfway house. Being in that controlled setting helped to create 
structure again in my life.  I am now again residing in my previous home with my mother. Luckily my home is not a 
trigger for me. I have lived here on and off for the past thirty years. I feel safe here.

3. Purpose: While in the halfway house I had been looking for work, but nothing was working out. I was going on 
interviews but once disclosing my criminal background I was not given opportunities. That was difficult for me being 
that I have a college education and a twenty-year professional work history. I decided to leave the halfway house. I 
was going on interviews and within a week of leaving God blessed me with an employment opportunity. It was not 
exactly what I wanted but it is exactly what I need. The place where I am currently employed understands my current 
situation. They work around my drug court obligations and do not judge me. They understand that I am trying to 
overcome obstacles from my past. They are giving me the opportunity to rebuild my life.

My recovery has also given me back my most important and meaningful purpose, being a mother. I have a 
thirteen-year old beautiful daughter. While in my active addiction, I didn’t see my daughter for a year and a half. My 
relationship with daughter now is even better than I could have even imagined. I am so grateful that God has blessed 
me with the gift of being her mother again.

4. Community: While in recovery for the past year I have created a great social network in the fellowship of 
Narcotics Anonymous.  I have new friends that support and help me navigate my recovery. People that understand 
and check up on me. I have a great sponsor. She is guiding me through my step work and making sure I know that I 
am not alone in the process. She always makes sure to tell me that I am helping her as much as she is helping me.
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MANAGING MY RECOVERY PART 2 
By Jason Helewa

Health is important to me both physically and mentally. Physically I wish I was in better shape than I am and ate 
better but I do feel better than I have on the last years of using. I have definitely put on some weight too. Mentally I 
am in a good place. I do stress sometimes but it’s nothing compared to what it used to be. I’m no longer depressed 
or anxious about much anymore. I always keep a positive mindset no matter what though.

        I have my own apartment and awesome landlords. We have built a relationship with them and see them 
more as friends then landlords and they treat us well. I pay rent on time, pay all my bills on time, and have food in 
the fridge.

       As for purpose I am a father, a provider, a boyfriend, a son, a carpenter soon to own my own business, and 
someone in long term recovery. My life has purpose today and I’m living for more then just the next high. I want to 
give my children and girlfriend the best life they could ever dream for. I worked hard to get where I am and would 
never think about throwing it all away.

      I have relationships with my family again and people in the rooms. I only have a few close friends also in 
recovery that are there for me no matter what. I like to keep my circle small now because bringing old friends back 
brings back old behaviors.

      I would say the domain in which I would like to improve on is health. Not mentally but physical health. I would 
like to take care of my body better by eating right and definitely drinking more water. I have been working in this by 
drinking at least 3 bottles of water a day and cut out soda completely from my diet. When we go food shopping I try 
to buy more fresh foods then frozen and buy more fruits and vegetables so I can feed my family.

 
MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2

By Anonymous
HEALTH:   In order to achieve recovery you have to have a healthy mind and body.  I began going to the gym and 

also do Yoga and Meditation. These things have helped me to quiet my mind and strengthen my body.
HOME:   For the first time in my life I will have my own home.  Me, my boyfriend, and my daughter will be moving 

into our new apartment in June.  I am very excited and proud of this achievement. I can now give my daughter her 
own home and will no longer have to rely on my parents to provide that. I realize the responsibility that comes along 
with that and I am committed to do whatever it takes to provide my daughter with stability again.  I have learned 
to cook, food shop, budget and work together and problem solve as a couple with my boyfriend. This is new to me 
and although a very happy and positive thing I know it will be stressful at times as well. I am very grateful for this 
chance. My daughter will start Kindergarten in September and I feel blessed to be present in her life again to share 
that milestone as well as all the others to come.

PURPOSE:   My primary purpose at this time is to continue to live a healthy life.  By doing so I will be able to 
obtain employment which will enable me to contribute to my household and provide for my daughter.  I have started 
the process of going back to school to get my GED. I had always wanted to do it but was too insecure about actually 
doing it.  In recovery I have gained the confidence to take advantage of the opportunities I am given.

COMMUNITY:   I have surrounded myself with various support systems to help me in my recovery.  I attend 
both AA and NA fellowships. In addition I have taken a commitment as secretary to my home group in Boonton. I 
have a sponsor who provides me with daily support and is guiding me through the 12 Steps.  I am currently on Step 
2, “We came to believe that a power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity”. I now attend Liquid Church 
services every Sunday. My church community provides me with spiritual and social support. Through the fellowship 
I have developed and continue to maintain healthy friendships. My relationship with my family has improved and 
grown stronger in the 8 months I have been clean.  My boyfriend has also stood by me and continues to be a very 
encouraging and supportive part of my life. I am very grateful for the community of people I have in my life who have 
helped me in my struggles to live a different life.

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
 By Mike Kane

For me recovery has definitely changed me for the better. I still have a long way to go but I feel that where I 
used to be and now is night and day. It’s interesting looking back and seeing what kinda unstable life I was living and 
causing others. Trying to be honest is my worst absolute worst character flaw. I feel that if I justify my lie and prove 
to myself and others that what I’m doing isn’t that bad I feel that I’m not wrong. Like recently. But health wise I’ve 
dropped almost 30 pounds and have gained my health back from when I was a teen. I’ve also stopped smoking which 
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has helped tremendously. Working has been a thing I’ve always done since I could remember. I consistently work and 
try to better myself in everything I do from cooking to excavating. I give back to the community through my church 
in my town. Saint Katieri Takawitha by helping their garden and other drives they have. So I feel good about that. I 
have come a long way but still have a long way to go.

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

As recovery is a daily process of change, commitment, self-awareness and at times struggle, I work hard each day 
to maintain my health, home, purpose and community of support. I use the tools I have learned to help me through 
times of self doubt and fear.  I have come a long way and I am proud of my accomplishments but I am still learning 
about myself and growing.

As far as health goes, my disease is managed through coping skills and willingness. I was given tools in order 
to strive, a basic guideline if you will in dealing with “life on life’s terms” I never developed them past the age of 
seventeen, I lost interest in goals, hobbies and based my life strictly on addiction and the spiral that came shortly 
after.  

A loving and caring home was never an option. I grew up in a household of addicts, my mother has been in 26 
rehabilitation centers for treatment and my father wasn’t shortly behind. In the chaos I never felt neglected I knew 
that they cared about me but the addiction overpowered they’re willingness to get the help that they needed. My 
mother is a strong woman she has face so much adversity that I felt as if she was invincible in my eyes. Now years 
later I know she is, clean and healthy as well as my father. They are the parents that I deserved as a child and now I 
can give my little one the father and man that she deserves. 

That brings me to my purpose, and that is to make a positive impact on people’s lives. Through my addiction I 
have endured so much mental and physical exhaustion. And I would like to share that and struggles that led me to 
where I am today... Happy, healthy, being the person that I should have been all along. 

For my community, I am waiting for the opportunity to become a recovery coach. But I have to have at least two 
years of clean time which is understandable, I have commitments in meetings like making coffee or taking out the 
trash. I always raise my hand and ask questions if I’m confused on what subject we’re in because all this is relatively 
new to me. But there is always someone there to answer my question and if I’m having a rough day I always get a 
firm handshake or a good pat on the back saying it only gets easier it is what you make it. Which always stuck with 
me. The simple sayings or slogans is the drug court team says. As cheesy as they sound they are straight to the point 
and they work.

 As far as my plan of action   I am just striving to live a normal and healthy life. I don’t need anything extravagant 
but I do plan on utilizing the tools that they give me to prepare myself for life on life terms. And as much as people 
hate on drug court. I embrace it I do what I have to do and if you see me walking around I do not socialize with 
anybody I do understand that they are my peers but I can help them as easy as they can take me down. I’m a very 
independent person and I’m still getting used to people telling me I even look good because of the being clean. I 
really don’t want to go on because I feel as if I’m renting now so I will just leave it at that.

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

The four domains of recovery are very important. It is essential to have a good balance with all to live a happy 
and fulfilling life. One’s health is very important to maintain good mental , physical and emotional stability. My health 
has been amazing since starting the journey of recovery. I watch what I eat  I get exercise and maintain a solid sleep 
schedule. I do my best to keep my emotional state in check. 

     My home life is better than ever ! My family understands my situation and is behind me one hundred percent. 
I am working on saving to get my own place but for now I am happy with where I am and who I am with. 

     Today I have purpose in my life! I try to do everything to the best of my ability and strive to be better everyday. 
I show up to work , family events and life in general. I have money in the bank, my independence back and tools to 
live life without the use of a substance. 

     I am surrounded by love and support at home, both jobs and I have TRUE friends today that want nothing from 
me but to be happy. I have people at every turn that I can talk to and that support me. 

    At this point In time I don’t have difficulty managing any of these areas and it is an amazing feeling ! 
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MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Eric Manno

Health – By making healthy choices of not using or drinking, it has my body feeling better. My head feels more 
clear and I have put on weight and I don’t stress out and worry about things I can’t control

Home – I live with my gram and brother and girlfriend with they don’t use or drink. So my home is safe place for 
me to be and not worry about people doing that in front of me at my house. It’s nice to live this way. I have lived like 
the other way in my life with different people. Not anymore.

Purpose – I take care of my gram at home and have been for a very long time. I have been going to IOP for a 
month and a half. Now I like going there for support. I have a job offer working with my friend’s father and I wanna 
go back to school for math classes to get myself into the electrical union.

Community – having relationship with my sponsor – and people in the meetings. They give me love and hope. 
They are good support. People that know me by where I live are very supportive to me. People tell me good things 
about myself.

Area that needs Improvement – Health – I’m having difficulty in this domain because I don’t have an ID right now. 
And I need to see a doctor to get a check up. It’s been 1 ½ yeas since I have been to the doctor’s office and I need to 
be seen by the dentist to have my teeth looked at.

Action Plan – I’m getting money by next month and I’m going to DMV to get an ID card. And I’m going to make 
these appointments to go and see the doctors. I will have the car serviced so I don’t have to worry about getting 
there. I should have this set up by next month. I will feel better about myself doing this.   

  MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

 My overall health I believe is pretty decent. I take some meds and talk a lot to people about things to help me 
with mental health. My physical health I think is good. I definitely could eat a little better and lose a few pounds but 
overall I love who I am today.

 My home life is great. My grandparents are such big supporters in my life. They truly go above and beyond 
for me. The only thing I really struggle with is not living with my 2 kids and their mother. But I stay positive because 
I know as long as I stay dedicated and focused I will be there soon enough.

 My purpose I feel is definitely my strong area. Living is my biggest purpose. Also being an amazing father and 
role model for my children. I work a full-time job which I love and truly have passion and pride in all aspects of the 
work I do. I go to meetings and see friends and talk about life events and recovery which is awesome. But having a 
strong purpose has done so much for my mental health and overall health entirely.

 My community is a huge part of my journey. My relationships and bond with my children has made an amazing 
improvement. I truly could not be happier with that right now. My relationship with their mother/my fiancé has 
returned to what it once was before my addiction but even better. We have so much more appreciation for each 
other. My support network and my sponsor keeps me learning how to be the best me possible and help me with my 
struggles. And last but surely not least is the love in my heart and the love for myself today is amazing. Without all of 
that none of this would have been possible.

 The one I struggle with the most is Home. My home is amazing and I am so grateful and thankful for it. But 
missing my kids and not being there to kiss them goodnight and to see them in the morning and just be there as I 
feel I need to be and they need me to be hurts me everyday. I know I will be eventually but it still hurts me daily. 

 My plan to make this situation with home better is to stay positive and grateful for what I do have. Also to keep 
working my program and on myself for I know as long as I stay determined and do this I will be where I want to be 
soon enough.

MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
By Anonymous

Considering the circumstance and where I am at in my life when it comes to the breakdown of the four domains 
in recovery I would have to say I am doing pretty well. Not great, just well. Although I would like to be doing better. 
My biggest struggle right now would have to be finding a better job where I can make more money and comfortably 
be able to support myself. So I would put that under the home domain, although I have always had a safe and stable 
place to live, I am forced to backtrack a little bit because at my current job I can’t really afford to live on my own 
and I refuse to ask my parents to financially help me anymore. They spent enough while I was using and in active 
addiction. I say back tracking because I am now moving back into someone else’s house in order to survive due to the 
income I currently make. And unfortunately because of my past actions, I am now on probation and it is really hard to 
find a good job that is willing to understand the hours I am able to work or grasp that if we have a blitz I need to be 
able to leave that second. My plan for dealing with this is to continue to stay positive and keep trucking along. I hope 
to be phased up come next graduation and hopefully get myself a better job. Once I am able to complete drug court, 
I will most likely be moving down towards my parents so I can be closer to family and afford to save up some money.
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MANAGING YOUR RECOVERY PART 2
 By Jennifer Space

Health - My health hasn’t been the best but in my recovery I’m taking better care of myself. I take vitamins, I’m 
eating healthier and I overall want to take care of myself. 

Home - I finally got my very own apartment for my son and I. It was a hard and long road, but I finally got it. I was 
in jail, pregnant, then in a 6-month program and a homeless shelter. So it was a rough one, but with the help of my 
resources, I did it. 

Purpose – I have a strong purpose today. Being a mother to a 2-year old keeps me on my toes. I’m always doing 
some activities with him – going to parks, walking and pretty soon, swimming. I’m very independent. I work hard at 
everything I do. Nothing comes for free.

Community – I’m involved with “Project Self-Sufficiency.” I have really good relationships with friends, family and 
my sponsor. I go and stay late to meetings. I have a lot of hope that my future is going to be filled with a lot of love, 
strong real friendships and a very strong network. 

I’m doing really good with all four of these. The only one I’m having a hard time with is none of them. As time goes 
by I get better with them all. And my recovery is stronger, too. One area I would improve is a better relationship with 
my mom and sister. They both live in North Carolina and I would like for us to have a closer and open relationship. By 
helping this out, my dad and I and my son go down there by them twice a year to see them. And me being a mother 
now, I need them more than ever.   

Mrs. Wilson’s 
is honored to extend our Congratulations 

to all 
the graduating participants.
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Recovery Coat of Arms
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By Anonymous
For my recovery crest I put my family name on top. My main tools for recovery are NA and 

AA so I give them recognition. The main people I care about are my parents. For something I 
am proud of I used a cut out from a magazine of Simba from the Lion King. This is meant to 
represent courage. Finally for goals, I put a heart to represent love and money sign to represent 
financial prosperity.

By Michael Betts 
The Betts Crest includes three symbols: A Sun god, a moon god, and the 

god of love and war. The three gods and the colors I chose go hand in hand.
Black stands for strength, power, authority, and mystery. Gray symbolizes stability, calming, 

composure, and gives relief from chaos. The lime green represents confidence, high energy, 
liveliness, freshness, and creativity. It is also closely associated with nature. Darker green is for 
freshness, fertility, ambition, safety, growth, peace, harmony, and love.

These are all necessary and positive traits for any family. I’d be proud if this was a true crest. 

By Anonymous
I chose the sum and the moon to decorate my crest. The sun represents glory, and the 

moon represents serenity. Since I’ve gotten clean, I have found so much glory, 
happiness, and serenity in my life. I finally have a bright future that I am really 
looking forward to.

By Anonymous
My family crest represents strength for the tree. All the different 

branches represent all the different journeys and paths I took. It also represents family. Clean 
date: 4/24/19

By Matt Deo
I drew pictures like the moon and the stars to symbolize Serenity and Nobility. I am now living 

in peace and comfort. I am now living a life of honor and honesty. The sword to me represents 
battling my addiction. I also think swords are cool.

The sun means glory. To me that means to live a happy, successful life. To living a positive life 
with my family and my friends.

The dragon is the defender. The defender of my sobriety, my family and my life. 

By Amy DeFazio
My coat of Arms is pretty basic and self explanatory. I choose a snake for the meaning of 

ambition. Then I have my sobriety date which means the world to me, I choose 2 symbols, the 
heart and the sun. The hearts meaning is passion. I choose passion because it feels good to 
have the want and goals in achieving a life I’ve wanted for so long and have accomplished a lot 
towards that thus far. The sun was chosen for glory because failure is not an option. Then I just 
added 3 things that are a must in my sobriety. My family, to continue making sober friends, and 
lastly always being proud of my recovery. 

By Lauren Fletcher
My sobriety date is 11-23-17. What keeps me sober is my gratitude and my past. I was a slave 

to the drugs and in prison and on the streets. Remembering keeps it green. The hard work I put 
in keeps me aware. I am so grateful for my God who saved me from death and guided me into 
Drug Court and in Ms. Wilson’s. I was blessed with structure, support and guidance. I lost the 
desire and gave up the fight. I became honest and willing, learned how to sit still and take it one 
day at a time. Life is so much better and now I know how to cope with life’s obstacles the healthy 
way. My recovery and my family are the two most important things in my life and I will continue 
to work hard everyday!
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By  Anonymous
My recovery crest represents my recovery journey and things that are important and 

contribute to my sobriety. My crest is divided into the following sections:
•  My recovery path- This section represents the NA fellowship. I have chosen this fellowship 

to guide me on my journey. I chose to color it red because this color represents strength and NA 
help me give strength to my recovery. The support I get in the fellowship helps inspire me to gain 
personal growth and embrace my recovery journey. 

•  People important to my recovery- This section is colored blue to represent loyalty and the 
loyalty I have to the people I love. In this section I included my family, my daughter, my fiance Daniel, and Maria, my 
sponsor.

• I am proud of..- This section is colored purple to represent pride. There are certain personality qualities that 
I have gained through my journey that I am proud of. I have gained the ability to think positive. While in active 
addiction, I used to see only the negative aspects of situations that didn’t go my way. I have gained the ability to be 
humble and to have gratitude.

• Goals and Dreams- This section is colored white to represent purity and peace. My goals and dreams do not 
include monetary items. My future goals are inner qualities that I aspire to attain.  Through my journey, I have started 
to gain the ability to let go of certain things that I cannot control, the ability to love myself, the ability to laugh often 
and start new dreams. 

My banner below my crest includes my daily motto “With God All Things Are Possible.” Through my recovery 
journey, I have learned to not hold onto things I can’t control. If I leave things in the Hands of my Higher Power, all 
will be well. Things always are OK in the end. 

The banner also includes the date (4/6/18) that I surrendered myself and asked for help. 

By Elizabeth Headley
My design is pretty simple. It is bordered in Red to represent strength. The banner on the 

bottom is blue for loyalty. I am loyal and protective especially to my family and friends that show 
me the same respect. The flames on the bottom are burning past bad decisions. While the sun 
and moon are the peace and serenity I am gaining in my recovery. The broken black line down 
the middle is there to separate my life…sadness and pain, hurt and loss on to happiness and 
positive new beginnings. My family and friends, the love for my children are motivation that help 
me succeed. While working on myself through the program helps by giving me hope to make 
tomorrow’s dreams my new reality.   

    
By Jonathan Klein

Colors:
•  Gold: Generosity + Elevation of the mind
•  Silver + White: Peace + Serenity
•  Blue: Truth + loyalty
•  Orange: Worthy Ambition
Plants: Cypress: Death + Eternal life After
  -   Falcon: One who does not rest until they’ve achieved their goal.
  -   Cross: Faith

  -   Sword: Justice
  -   Reguly line: Difficulties encountered
The purpose of my coat of arms is to express my recovery. I chose a lion and a fox. The lion symbolizes courage 

and strength and the fox symbolizes cleverness. My recovery slogan is “Attitude of Gratitude.”

By Jennifer Krip
My Recovery Crest is very important to me:  The Sunflower symbolizes mental and spiritual 

enlightenment. The Arrow symbolizes a bright future. The Chinese symbol stands for positive 
energy.

The last symbol stands for sober, serenity, wisdom and courage. Everyday I thank God I was 
given another chance at a sober, healthy life. I look forward for bright future. I am staying very 
positive for myself and my family. I wake every morning and pray that “just for today” I have the 
wisdom, serenity, and courage to get through the day healthy and sober.
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By Anonymous
I’m currently in AA so I choose to represent that. Also, All the people that are important to 

me is my family and sponsors. I am proud of the fact through all these tough times in recovery I 
was able to still stay clean. Because I had a patch were I was very depressed caught new charges. 
My goals is to be able to buy a house for my family and become stable financially. I have more 
goals like staying clean and Just being able to help other people. 

By Anonymous
Well my crest is very important to me. The first part is the path that 

got me here and will continue to help me in my future. It’s an axe which means devoted. It is 
surrounded by CURA, AA, NA and sobriety. This is my path and what I devote myself to. Second is 
a bear meaning protectiveness. It’s surrounded by the people I most protective of – my father, my 
girlfriend, Melissa, my friend Eric and most important, myself. These are the closest to me and my 
recovery. Third is the heart, meaning passion and what I am passionate about is my determination 
for sobriety, loving myself and to be free of active addiction. Last but not least is the snake meaning ambition is 
surrounded by my family, my sobriety, my freedom and my career. I have the ambition to never let any of these lack 
in my life again and they make me a better person.  

By Anonymous
My crest signifies everything and everyone important 

to me. Life in recovery can be hard so it is important to 
remain positive and strong. For me, my crest is a symbol 
of that.

By Jennifer Space
I chose: the axe because I’m devoted to my recovery and going to NA & AA 

meetings; the moon because of serenity. I have so much serenity in my life today; 
the heart because my passion for life today is strong and being a mother is my passion. Also my 
passion for recovery. I love my sobriety. 

My colors are: Blue: loyalty, Red: Strength; Black: grief.  

By Melissa Vandvelt (did not indicate whether giving permission)
My crest is pretty simple. I decided to focus more on the art and detail since drawing brings 

me happiness and peace. I started drawing again in my recovery. The banner has my sobriety 
date which is 2/16/17. 

By Kristine van Nieuwland
My crest represents not only my recovery but my reconnection with my spirituality since entering sobriety. 

The colors represent different things to me. Red is strength, survival, independence, and action. Green is growth, 
nature, success, and love. Blue is for protection, forgiveness, truth, and calm. Purple is for spiritual strength, breaking 
habits, and driving away evil. The symbol in the center is the symbolism of the triple Goddess in Wicca. The maiden, 
the mother, and the Crone. Maiden represents expansion, new beginnings, and youth. The mother represents 
fulfillment, stability and fertility. The Crone represents wisdom, compassion, and experience. It is the cycle of birth, 
life, and death, as well as rebirth, the personification of all women. To me, this is a powerful symbol to have on my 
crest, as it is all that I believe and that guides me in one simple symbol. Spirituality is my guidance in my recovery and 
my protection in my life journey.  

By Anonymous
On my Crest I chose the axe and the sword because for a long time I was battling a lot of 

demons within my self. I chose the heart because now after alot of work I have done to myself I 
have learned to love myself more than I ever have. I chose the crown because now I treat myself 
like a king instead of using substances and running myself ragged. The color scheme I chose are 
mostly bright colors which represent the new me and happiness and I chose the black because 
of all of the struggles I gave been through in my journey.
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By Anonymous
The reason I choose family is because you can not get any better support than from your 

family. Sometimes the support hurts you but is for a good reason because in the end it will be 
beneficial. 

Determination for the sake that if your not determined at everything you do then the success 
of the achievements your trying to make will have a lessened chance of happening. 

Strength because the inner strength of a persons drive determines strength and will to 
accomplish anything in life. 

Loyalty because loyalty stands for commitment and dedication to another allowing respect and trust to flourish.
 

By Amy Van Dillen 
On my Coat or arms, I started out by putting the program that helps me stay sober which is 

A.A. and I wrote it in blue because the color of blue mean loyalty and I am loyal to my program 
because it is what keeps me sober. I also colored it in red because red means strength and A.A> 
gives me the strength I need to stay sober. The next spot I out my family and friends because 
they are the most important people in my recovery. They give me the support I need to help get 
me thru hard times. I put friends in green because it means joy. The next box I put a crescent 
moon because it meant devotion and I am proud of my devotion. I also drew an anchor because 

it meant hope. IN the last spot I drew a peace sign because staying in peace Is one of goals in life. I also drew a cat 
because it means longevity which is another long-term goal in my recovery. The last symbol I drew was a leaf branch 
because it stands for growth and that is probably my most important goal in my recovery. I hope to continue to grow 
in my journey thru recovery and life.

By Dana Keim
I chose four separate subjects on my shield. First, I chose an Axe, they are a symbol of devotion. 

I am devoted to my recovery. Second, I chose a Heart for passion because I’m very passionate 
about where I’m going in life. Third, I chose a Crescent because they symbolize intelligence. And 
lastly, I chose a Snake because snakes are a symbol of Ambition. 

By Anonymous 
The meaning of my coat of arms is the first square is how I stay sober with meetings and my 

sponsor. The next one is all of the people who are important to me. My family and my girlfriend 
are on there. They support me and encourage me to always to better. The next square is things 
in my life that I am proud of. And the last one are some of my goals and dreams for the future.

By Anonymous 
My recovery crest in itself tells the story of who I am, what ive been through, and where I am 

going. In the top left corner are symbols I hold close to my heart. In the A.A. triangle, the G means 
God and the AA is for the fellowship of Alcoholics Anony:-nous. They say we are the little dot in the 
middle. As long as I stay in the center of God and the fellowship, I will peacefully maintain sobriety. 
Buddhism is also a way of life that has helped me so far. Prayer and meditation has become essential 
to my peace of mind. In the bottom left are things I am proud of. I am extremely proud of the fact 
that I have quit not only drugs and alcohol, but I have recently quit smoking cigarettes. Also I have 
been getting back to things I like to do, such as signing and playing piano, and I have been performing at open mic 
nights (sober events at cares). Next are my life goals. Here I symbolized my strong desire to go back to college and 
eventually obtain a career in the medical field. Also, I drew an A.A. chip for long term sobriety. To me that is the most 
important piece of my life because if I don’t put my recovery first, none of that would be possible. Last but certainly 
not least, in the top right corner are important people in my recovery. For me, a sponsor in this process is vital. My 
sponsor guides me through the 12 steps and is always here for me. I call her on a daily basis and meet weekly to go 
over the big book and stepwork. My mom has always supported me and she is my rock. Finally, without a higher 
power, God, of my understanding, I would not be sitting here today. I pray and meditate constantly on a daily basis. 
It has taken me a while to get to this point where I can finally say I have a relationship with a higher power.
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By Daniel Devine
My recovery path goes directly through A.A. and N.A. Those meetings have helped me learn 

a lot about handling addiction. The lion is actually part of the Devine family crest and means 
courage. The courage I have everyday to fight and better myself. The heart is for my unrelenting 
passion towards everything I hold near and dear in my life. The most important people in my 
recovery are my family, friends, and my pets, but above all is myself. I am proud of my ambition 
towards a better future, my undying loyalty, and the warlike attitude I possess to conquer my 
addiction. I’m also very proud of how far I’ve come since I first started to fight my addiction. My 
goal is to get my degree in welding. A dream or two of mine would to be traveling all over the 
world many times over, having a career as a underwater welder.

By  Anonymous 
So in my recovery crest I’m using the colors black red and green. I chose those colors to 

represent strength joy and grief.  Black is griefl’ve lost many friends and I’ve done many things 
that I have grieved over. I chose red for strength because it took a lot of strength to overcome 
my addiction and to stay on the right path. And I chose green for joy because I’m actually able to 
enjoy life these days. I chose the Wolf because it stands for vigilance and I have to stay vigilant in 
my recovery. I also chose the snake because it stands for ambitious and I have to be ambitious so 
I can achieve my goals. At the bottom of my crest is the sun because it stands for glory. I take great 
pride in my recovery and my future. 

At the bottom of my crest is my banner which has one of my favorite recovery sayings and my sobriety date.

By  Michael Losey
My recovery coat of arms has many different meanings in each part of the crest. The first 

corner represents my recovery path. The white angel wings in the middle represent me getting 
arrested and finding peace within myself and in the fact that I finally could get help even though 
it didn’t happen in a positive way or the way I would have liked. Drug court in a way has been my 
guardian angel because they want to see me soar so they deserve these wings. The black and 
red background shows my grief for what crime I committed and going to jail. I also experienced 
grief for what I put my family through and the strength that I had in order to start this program 
and not relapsing while working a good recovery with A.A. and drug court. 

The next corner is people that have been important to my recovery and they are my 
defenders which is shown in the dragon. No matter what I go through they are behind me to back me up I 00% which 
makes them loyal and that is why the dragon is blue. The green behind the dragon is to represent the joy they bring 
and help me continue to be positive through my journey. Following the dragon, the two bottom corners show both 
my hopes and dreams plus what I am proud of. 

The griffin represents what I am proud of, showing no matter how hard I may have to work anything is possible. 
Joining the Forest Fire Service is at the top of that list which is very close to becoming my reality soon and I felt a 
firebird would obviously best show it. The purple behind is for royalty because the loved ones I work so hard for I 
treat as if they are kings or queens and no matter what I am always proud to have them in my life. Before anything, 
they will always come first. 

Last but not least is the moon with stars. The stars represent the three most important people in my life right 
now and everything I do, it is for them. The moon is for serenity which is the greatest of all. Any day that I may feel 
negative I say the serenity prayer to myself and it helps me to focus. It is a constant reminder of my journey. Even 
though some days I may not be happy or positive, I have worked so hard to 
be where I am now and I do not want to be where I was when I started this 
journey. The night time background is to show that though tomorrow may 
be right around the corner you always have to live in the moment. Making 
memories and pushing myself hard in the present helps me to not worry 
about my future but hope for tomorrow to always come because I know no 
matter what my life will be perfect either way.
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By Desiree Bennett 
I have separated my crest into four sections. The first is Red because it represents strength. My 

strength is AA, my sponsor, Drug Court and my family. The second is Green because it represents 
Joy. My Joy is my children! The third is Blue which represents Loyalty. I put ME because my loyalty 
to myself is the most important. It is also part of my banner. My recovery date is all about me and 
all four or my sections of the crest. Without these things I would have nothing! The final section 
is represented by hearts. The hearts are my passions and goals. I strive to own my own home, 
finish my degree and live a happy and healthy life.

By Anonymous
My coat of arms means a lot to me. My motto is sober and living because that’s exactly what 

i am doing. The colors that I chose were green, red and blue, I put green over top of my motto 
because i feel joy everyday since becoming sober. I chose red because of the strength that it has 
taken to become sober and stay sober. Finally I chose blue because I am loyal to my sobriety, and 
the promise i made to myself and my family. 

The symbols that i chose were a sun, moon. heart, lion and an axe. I chose the sun and the 
moon because i feel glory and serenity of being sober. I chose the heart because i am full of 
passion for staying sober, and i chose the axe because i am fully devoted. Finally i chose the lion to show that it takes 
a lot of courage to admit that i needed help and to stay sober.

By  Anonymous
The imagery I used in my Crest with the swords means how hard I’ve fought for my recovery. 

The shield is beat up, and bloodied because I was beaten when I came into the program. The 
red and white symbolize the strength it took to get where I am, and the peace I now have in my 
life thanks to the program of recovery I work, and drug court. Without either of those I would 
be right back where I was, or worse.

By Anonymous
My recovery is extremely important to me, which is why I took this assignment very seriously. 

began my crest with a heart, symbolizing the passion I once had for my drug of choice, that has now 
transformed to the passion I have for my recovery. The second image I used is that of a Caribbean 
island, a “happy place,” to symbolize how I’ve learned coping skills to deal with obstacles in my 
life. The third image represents my family, which have supported me throughout my addiction 
and continues to support me in my recovery. I used the color red for the background because I 
also gain strength from my family. The fourth image is not a joke. It’s a universally known blue 
dog, representing my complete loyalty to my family, myself and my sobriety. Lastly, my motto, 
“All is possible,” I chose because there was a time that I didn’t believe sobriety was a possibility for me. Now, being 
completely sober and happy, I truly do realize that all is possible.

By  Anonymous
I have chosen blue for my color. Blue represents loyalty which I feel very proud of. I am loyal 

to my job, my home group, helping others, and most of all my children. I have chosen an axe 
for the symbol and a bear for an animal. The axe is a symbol of devotion. I am loyal as well as 
devoted to these things. I need to be devoted in all I do or all I do will stand for nothing at all. 
Lastly I chose the bear for protectiveness. With being protective comes gratitude. I am mostly 
protective in my recovery as well as my family. To me the minute I’m not or lose focus they can 
be taken from me in a flash. I feel this assignment has been very helping and informative. A 
great eye opener for everyone.

by Edward Lindhorn 
My code of arms is focused on the heart because love is everything. Love for myself, my 

recovery , friends and family. My journey started in na but has grown to na, aa, smart, and 
anything and everything center for prevention related.
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By Amanda Conklin
The colors and symbols I chose in composing my Crest are all a representation of where my 

journey has led me in recovery. I use the colors blue, red and gold as a reflection of who I believe 
I’ve become, someone loyal, generous and strong. I value these qualities. I chose a sun to show 
the glory of a new life and the beauty of the transformation from old to new. The axe symbolizes 
my devotion to my family and my recovery. The deer represents peace and that’s what I aspire to 
have in my life and in my soul.

by Eric Manno
I chose the color red for strength and the axe for devotion to represent my recovery path for 

me these represent the AA and NA meetings I attend, my sponsor Tom P., my rehab Maryville, 
my 1.0.P. Capital Care, my Out Patient care and my network of people in the rooms. I chose the 
color purple for royalty and the snake for ambition to represent the people that are important to 
my recovery those people are God, Dr. Ga non, the people at 1.0.P., Cat, my counselor, my family 
and friends who support me, my probation officer Tom, Judge Hubner and the drug court team. I 
chose the color green for joy and the lion for courage to represent what I am proud of. I am proud 
of myself for coming so far from where I was 4 months ago. I am 4 months clean and sober and 

thankful for the people who are proud of me. I chose the color blue for loyalty and the heart for passion to represent 
my goals and dreams. My goals and dreams are to stay clean and sober, to lead a health life, get my drivers license 
back, work a full  time job, be in my daughter’s life again, live a crime free lifestyle, complete drug 
court and have my record expunged.

By Kassandra Patsel
For the Recovery Path section I colored it yellow becasue that’s the color of the sun and the 

sun represents glory. And I will be glorious in my recovery. For important poeple I colored it blue 
because blue represents loyalty. For the “I am proud of” section I colored it green because green 
represents joy. And the goals and dreams section is red because red represents strength. My 
clean date is April 16, 2016 and I chose “Happiness is found within yourself” for my motto.

By Michael Puglis
For my coat of arms I chose to do a digital illustration. The dragons were hand drawn with pen 

and ink and the rest was designed digitally on photoshop. The symbolism I used was taken from 
early Irish, Scottish, and Welsh interpretations along with some modern symbols pertaining to my 
recovery journey. The color yellow symbolizes the sun: the life energy and happiness, which the 
AA recovery triangle sits in the center. I choose a teal color for its combination of blue and green 
which both equate to hope, joy, truth, and loyalty. I added the aperture symbol for a camera 
along with a heart to depict my dedication and devotion towards my photography and art. Last of 

the colors, I went with a magenta, which is taken from red and purple. These two colors symbolize fortitude, royalty, 
and strength, and placed a silver crescent moon, a spiritual symbol representing intuition, creativity, and wisdom. 
Lastly I used the two dragons holding the shield which are known as the guardians of all knowledge(a celtic trinity 
knot is also in the tongue representing mind, body, and spirit as one), and centered between them is a fleur de lis, 
representing faith, wisdom, and valor, without them, recovery would not have been possible.

By Ted Robbins
I made my Crest with symbols that mean something to me and my recovery. I chose a crown 

to show my authority I have to make my own positive desicions. I chose an axe to show my 
devotion to my recovery myself and my loved ones. I chose sword to represent that I will fight for 
myself and my recovery. I also chose a heart to show my passion I have for all positive things in 
my life .. finally I chose to use alot of red colors to show my strength.
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By Dana Villano
The colors of my crest of armor have a meaning the purple means royal where finally now 

that I’m clean and sober I have the royalty of having the upper hand re guarding my children the 
gold means generosity with my recovery I am very generous with others especially in recovery 
with the new comers I try to help them as much as I can. I also put down my family the names of 
my children who mean the world to me Joey, Michael, And my little boy Dominick. I am so grateful 
for my life today I can finally be a mother to my children and help others in need in recovery.

By Destini Wieczorkowski 
This was a fun and creative project for me. I decided to choose a deer front and center because 

the deer symbolizes peace. It took a long time, even in so sobriety to finally be at peace with myself. 
I used a lot of the color red to symbolize strength because without strength I would have never 
made it this far. Where I am today did not come easy. I also used green for joy because there’s 
nothing better to me then just being genuinely happy.

By Ryan Devine 
In my recovery Coat of Arms I felt that I should. use my own family Crest. The Devine family 

Crest/Coat of Arms is a lion with a red and gray/black armored helmet above it. I drew the lion 
in the upper left comer. It symbolizes courage. In the bottom left comer I drew a heart, which 
symbolizes passion, an axe which symbolizes being devoted, and fire, which symbolizes zeal. In 
the bottom right comer I drew a Sun and Moon, which symbolize glory and serenity. All of these 
are important parts of my life, and help drive and guide my recovery.

By Thomas Brodhecker
I thought this project was AA very good creative one so my recovery crest symbolizes a lot so 

lets starts with the top left in the blue it is the AA symbol witch keeps me sober one day at a time 
i like to think I got sober but AA keeps me sober each day we came for are drinking stayed for 
are thinking as long as I practice the prinspales of the program in all my afaris my I will live a life 
beyond my wildest dreams the promises do come true now if we look to the right in the purple 
its is a Celtic symbol for family because with out my family I wouldn’t be where I am today they 
help mold me into the man I am now they new how to show tough love and gave me the support 
when I needed it they told me a long time ago that they are willing to help me as long as im willing 
to help my self I love them now if you go down to the lower green box is a paw print so my dog 
is so important in my recovery so I lost my first dog in active addiction because I was unfit to take 
care of her so an ex girl friend took her so I told myself when I have one year sober im going to get a puppy that was 
November 25th 2016 a year after that I got molly she symbolism how far I have come in this journey an then in the 
pink is a balance beam witch is one of my main goals in my life now a days is to find a balance in life and in my self 
as you see in the picture its not level yet I still have some work to do but one day at a time as long as I don’t pick up 
a drink or a drug my life gets better.

My recovery is extremely important to me, which is why I took this 
assignment very seriously. began my crest with a heart, symbolizing the 
passion I once had for my drug oJ choice, that has now transformed to 
the passion I have for my recovery. The second image I used is that of a 
Caribbean island, a “happy place,” to symbolize how I’ve learned coping 
skills to deal with obstacles in my life. The third image represents my 
family, which have supported me throughout my addiction and continues 
to support me in my recovery. l used the color red for the background 

because I also gain strength from my family. The fourth lmage is not a joke. It’s a universally 
known blue dog, representing my complete loyalty to my family, myself and my sobriety. Lastly, 
my motto, “All is possible,” I chose because there was a time that I didn’t believe sobriety was a 
possibility for me. Now, being completely sober and happy, I truly do realize that all is possible.

Published by the Alumni Association of the Morris County Drug Court

Sixteenth Edition, October 2019

“In Our Shoes”
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EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT 
 

 Like any new process, Drug Court can take some getting used to. Newcomers 
enter the process with different thoughts about what to expect from Drug Court.  Those 
who have been in drug court for a while are able to empathize with newcomers because 
no one else truly understands what they may be feeling as well as they do.  
 
 In this section read about the experiences of first coming onto drug court and 
the advice participants would share with newcomers to make their first few days more 
comfortable.	
   
	

Like any new process, Drug Court can take some getting used to. Newcomers enter the process with different 
thoughts about what to expect from Drug Court.  Those who have been in drug court for a while are able to empathize 
with newcomers because no one else truly understands what they may be feeling as well as they do. 

 In this section read about the experiences of first coming onto drug court and the advice participants would 
share with newcomers to make their first few days more comfortable.
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EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT                                                                                              
By Bart Atkinson

 I’m about 5 months into drug court now. I am the type of person who likes to do as much research about 
something when jumping into it and most people told me that it was going to be impossible and I might as well take 
the jail time. I didn’t really want to accept that as my fate though, so I prepared myself for the worst and jumped in 
headfirst. The Program is infamous for being too restrictive and is said to be a “set up for failure”.  Personally, I have 
not found it to be as difficult as I expected. By relocating to Newton, I put myself close to where I need to be and I 
think that was my number one key to success. I suppose you could say I was relieved to be in drug court rather than 
my other options, but it’s been a hard adjustment being away from my friends and loved ones and rearranging my 
life to suit this program. I could see why a lot of would rather just go to prison and have no responsibilities than be 
wrapped up in this program so tight that it’s hard to breath at times, but for me drug court was a better option so I 
am grateful for it. 

 These days I mostly miss my old job and I survive on the hope that it will be waiting for me when my schedule 
is less centered on the court’s requirements. That being said, the biggest challenge I’ve have faced thus far would 
have to be coming in on Thursdays at noon sitting through court. If I could just come in at 5:30 like I do on Tuesdays 
and give urine I could be working my union job and making a decent living. Instead the program requires us to come 
in at noon give urine and sit around for two hours just to watch a live of episode of drug court. I don’t really get that. 
That being the rules though I have gotten a job in town that allows me to leave early on Thursdays or for a blitz but 
the tradeoff is I’m basically slaving for a peasant’s rate. I don’t know what my other option would be around here, 
there doesn’t seem to be a lot of good jobs available even for a skilled hard worker, especially for someone who 
needs to leave early every Thursday. That’s like prime time work hours for blue collar America. 

 At this point in life I don’t see myself reaching out to help anyone who has gotten themselves ordered onto 
this program. It’s not that I’m selfish, I just believe another key to my success has been to keep my guard up and 
avoid making too many friends in the drug court program. I would express this to any newcomer as well. Maybe try 
to set up a sober network thru AA and NA rooms and get a sponsor but be very selective of the people you share 
your business with at drug court. It’s not a social experiment. it’s a punishment so treat it as such. As far as any other 
advise for new comers is concerned I’d say pick up some new hobbies that you can do at home - perhaps cooking or 
a musical instrument or something artistic cause that 8 PM curfew can be a burden and it’s better to spend your time 
doing something more productive than watching TV. As far as difficulty participating in drug court goes, my advice 
would just be lie and say what they want to hear. A lot of times I’m real depressed and bitter when it comes to some 
of this stuff and if I said what I was feeling it would be taken the wrong way so I just say what they want to hear, In AA/
NA its referred to as “fake it till you make it” and I believe it’s a good approach for those days when you don’t have 
anything positive to contribute. I hope this hasn’t been too honest I happen to be in one of those negative mindsets 
as I’m writing this.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT 
By Michael Betts 

I was pretty informed mostly from stories inside jail. So far everything I was told has been correct. I wanted to 
go do my time. My girlfriend begged me to try. My biggest challenges were giving my will over and surrendering. I 
overcame these things with the decision to give up my will up, surrender, and with a lot of peer support. We basically 
all try helping each other. 

I help anyone I possibly can. I’d just introduce myself same as always. I make them more comfortable by treating 
them nicely and introducing them to others. I’ tell an unsure newcomer that it’s only possible if you’re ready. It’s hard 
but worth it. I’d help a newcomer with participation by talking with them and making them more confident.    

 
EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT

By Anonymous
        The first impression I had about Drug Court was hearing it through friends that had been on it. I thought it 

was a tough program to accomplish and finish because the person I knew on it was always getting into trouble by 
continuing to use and going to jail. I knew when I was going to be sentenced to be on it, I didn’t want that for myself. 
I sat in the Drug Court group to get a feel for what it was. They had speakers who I had happened to know. Both of 
these men spoke so highly about Drug Court and how it helped them. Hearing that changed my mind that maybe 
Drug Court could be a good thing for me. When the Judge told me he would put me on Drug Court instead of going to 
jail or prison, I was so grateful. My addiction had led me to do crimes I wouldn’t have done if I was sober minded. It’s 
so sad that a lot of drugs controlled my actions like that. I put my son in danger without thinking twice about what I 
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was doing and keeping drugs on me like it was a candy bar, not thinking about how illegal it was or the consequences 
that came with it. I felt that being on Drug Court helped me socialize again in a new environment around healthy 
like-minded people going through the same things I was. It was easy to relate and make lots of friends. I actually look 
forward to going to Drug Court now because I get to see the friends I have made. Everyone there is accepting by 
saying “hi” and “how are you?”. It’s very welcoming place to be a part of. All the staff are just as friendly too.

If newcomers were to ask me about Drug Court, I would recommend it as long as you are serious about staying 
clean. No one can make a person do something but on Drug Court, you are held accountable for your actions and 
behavior so it potentially can change a person to turn their life around after so many consequences. I have no 
problem opening up and sharing my story to newcomers and going up to them to introduce myself and making them 
feel as comfortable as I did when I first started. If Drug Court was offered for any individual who had a drug addiction, 
I think more individuals would be sober and staying out of the legal system. But it takes getting arrested multiple 
times and getting into trouble to be put on Drug Court. It had definitely changed my life for the better and makes 
me think twice that at any moment, I could lose all I have worked hard for and I don’t want that to happen. I want to 
keep on working hard to achieve my goals and make a better future for myself.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

My experiences with starting drug court
1.)  When I first started drug court I was very misinformed. Everyone was telling me not to take it, that it was a 

setup. Also, they were telling me to just take the jail time and I would be out in under a year. So therefore, it 
was not what I expected. It differed because it has allowed me to grow so much, mentally and emotionally, 
instead of setting me up for failure 

2.) I was relieved to be in drug court because I felt like I was making a decision to better my life.
3.) The biggest challenge I had starting drug court was listening to Tom and doing everything I was supposed to 

be doing. Especially getting on board with the curfew. 
4.) I overcame these challenges by diving head first in to the program and doing everything I had to do even 

when I didn’t want to do it. It took me a long time to do this, but I’m very happy that I did.
5.)  Yes, a select few drug court participants have helped me with this process. They gave me good advice, and 

I have found some good friends on drug court since I started.
How I can help newcomers 
1.)  I would introduce myself and tell them how much drug court has changed my life. And also that it saved me 

from myself. 
2.)  I would tell them that if they do everything right, they can be off in a much shorter period of time. And that 

the more you fight the more your going to struggle. 5 years sounds like a long time, so this is something that 
helped me a lot. 

3.)  I would tell them that this isn’t going to be easy, but it will most definitely be worth it at the end of the 
day. Once you start working a program and working towards your sobriety, you will feel like a completely 
different person. 

4.)  I would make sure that they know that everyone is only here to help them, not hurt them. It’s important 
that people know that they have options, and that it is possible for them to recover no matter how far gone 
they might think they are. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

In the beginning of my journey to get on drug court, I had heard a lot of rumors about what drug court was like. 
Not all of them were true, and some things I was never told about and didn’t find out until I was sentenced. At first, 
my thoughts were that I would never be able to complete drug court or follow all the rules. I honestly didn’t think I 
could get out of my own way and make an honest change to better my well-being regardless of the consequences. 
Once I was sentenced to drug court, I became aware of exactly how drug court works and what is expected of you. 
To me, this beginning stage of Drug Court was a little difficult, but not impossible. In drug court, there are different 
phases and everyone is working some type of program and for me, this helped show me there is hope of staying 
clean and completing the program. Before I was in drug court, I always heard how drug court was really hard and had 
terrible completion rate. Then I realized that drug court gives you all the tools and resources you need to stay clean 
and that it is my job to make a positive change myself in order to complete the program.
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      At the end of my active addiction when I was in jail, I was definitely relieved to be getting drug court and I still 
am now that I am on drug court. Before I got the chance to be on drug court, I really didn’t think I would be able to 
do it. Honestly, I did not think I could make the necessary changes that I needed to make for myself. I honestly didn’t 
consider any other options at that point in time because there really weren’t any in my opinion. It was either get 
better or die. 

Once I started going through the beginning of drug court, my hardest challenges were finding transportation 
and staying focused on recovery. When I got out of jail my brother was there to help me with rides and so was my 
family and my boss oh, but that meant I needed to stay clean and keep making the right decisions. Everyone I just 
mentioned also helped me focus on my recovery, but I also have the help of AA / NA, my home group, and Capital 
Care by my side which I am very grateful for because life is not always easy and sometimes or just come out of people 
/ places and things you would least expect. So for me, it was very important to develop a sport team, so to speak

 In the beginning I had a lot of questions and I still find myself asking people on drug court questions all the time. 
For me, seeing people on the different phases who have their lives back is amazing; so of course, I had to know how 
they got through it and what to do and what not to do. All of the people on the higher phases show me that it is 
possible and there is hope for me to complete the program.

 I would introduce myself as Mark, a recovering drug addict who has come a long way already. I would explain 
to the newcomer that for me I was ready to make the positive changes needed to succeed at drug court. I would tell 
them that drug court can be fairly easy or it can seem impossible. Is what you make it. Ask any and every question. 
I would tell them that if they do the right things and focus on bettering themselves, being responsible and reliable, 
that drug court will get a lot easier as time goes on. I would also tell the newcomer that drug court is here to help 
us. my priorway has never worked before and it sure wouldn’t help me this time either. I was put on drug court, in 
my opinion, as a last resort to try to turn my life around before I ended up dead or in prison. I would also tell the 
newcomer that drug court should be taken seriously. I never tried recovery for myself; it was always for court / family 
/ rehab but never for myself. I am tired of running so as long as you do what drug court asks, I will never have to go 
through with running or active addiction ever again.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Alysehia Delucca

           I just started Drug Court recently. I was given a handbook on the day of sentencing. I did not expect to have 
to run back and forth from court to intake to court to drug test and then back to court. A friend did give me some 
information on what to expect as fa as days to check in and where. I was expecting to be a little better informed as 
far as my medication being an issue as when I was sentenced it was not addressed and then I was treated poorly as 
I was considered being difficult or still using. I have been clean since January 2019.

        I have three beautiful children and would not want to miss their childhood due to being in prison. Drug Court 
is a second chance for my life. I was elated when offered Drug Court.

I was incarcerated for 90 days, then on my own accord, checked into a 28-day rehab program and the checked 
into an intensive outpatient program (IOP). Upon release, I have given zero dirty urines and have tested regularly at 
IOP to make sure I am medication compliant - taking meds as prescribed. I have 8 months clean. 

I reached out to my church for advice and strength in the face of adversity. I am grateful for their support.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

Drug Court was not what I expected nor was it what everyone explained it to be. When I first was sentenced to 
drug court about two years ago, I like so many other people thought it was a set up. Desperate to get out of jail I 
figured I would give it a try. It seemed like almost an impossible agenda to follow and was extremely overwhelming. 
A lot was asked especially as a phase one. Things were a little different cause I started out in another county so there 
wasn’t curfew and stuff. I was also given just three years of drug court. I started out in long term rehab for 6 months 
followed by 6 months in a halfway so I didn’t even have to go to court or report to probation for the first year.  It 
seems hard at first and very overwhelming having so many rules to follow and having to juggle having a job going to 
meetings drug court probation and outpatient. It sets you up to form a routine and becoming productive. It might 
seem like a lot but I forced myself to take it day by day and not to freak out. I would tell them as long as you do the 
right thing you will move phases fast and once you get past phase one it becomes easier. That at the end of the day 
at least you’re with your family and your loved ones. You are taught discipline and structure. That it can work as long 
as you put the work in and you are willing to go above and beyond for your recovery.
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EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
 By Daniel Devine

At the beginning of drug court I was pretty well informed about the program.  Leading up to drug court I was in 
jail for 36 days and there were able to give me some insight on the overall scheme of things, the do’s and don’ts and 
such.  Once I started it was everything I expected it to be, except for the part about how drug court gives back to 
the community, which I think is really great.  I was very relieved to be in drug court.  I was facing a decent amount of 
time in prison and I didn’t want to be away from my family for that long. My addiction kept me isolated from them 
for long enough. Also, I wanted to stop using drugs.  I was focusing on successfully completing drug court as fast as 
possible to begin my new life so I was ready for any and all challenges.  The only thing that I was worried about was 
making all the meetings and reporting to probation on time because I cannot drive.  Luckily the friends I have made 
in drug court have been able to drive me whenever I am in need of a ride.  One thing I am grateful for is how fellow 
drug court members were very friendly and open to helping me from the get go. 

    I have no problem going up to newcomers and introducing myself because I know how uncomfortable it can 
be being new in a group.  Also, I enjoy helping people who are in need of help.  I would just ask them if they have 
any questions about the program and try to answer to the best of my ability.  If a newcomer was unsure about the 
process I would just tell them to give it time and it is a million times better than the alternative.  Just take one day at 
a time and slowly but surely it’ll get better.  Once you get into the drug court groove it’s very easy to handle. Life will 
get better.  If a newcomer was having difficulty in the program I would just try to give them suggestions on how to 
work the program better.  Getting a sponsor and going to meetings is a big part of successfully working the program.  
If you can do that then everything else starts to fall in line.  If I can see they are struggling, then I would give them my 
number and offer my help in any way possible.  As long as you want to live a life of sobriety there is no reason why 
drug court won’t go smoothly for you.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Lauren Fletcher

I am grateful for Drug Court for their structure, everything they do to help and the services they provide. It 
wasn’t easy at first but that is because I wasn’t ready. I was still running on self-will which hindered me from taking a 
look at my defects and making changes. I was sentenced into Drug Court June 2017. I was then released from Essex 
County Jail August 2017 and entered a 28-day program. Then, I was sent to a halfway house in Newark, where I grew 
up. I didn’t last very long because I kept doing the opposite of what the program teaches you and eventually got sent 
back to jail on a violation. That violation really opened my eyes and impacted me to want to change. I was tired of 
the vicious cycle that I was stuck in. It took being sent here to Morristown, to a halfway house that was structured 
and helped me in doing the work. I gave my will up to my higher power and did everything necessary to change. 
Unfortunately, like many, I couldn’t get clean and change on my own. I need a divine intervention and Drug Court 
to help me and I will be forever grateful. The things that helped me to get this far and clear some of the wreckage 
of my past was being honest, humble, and willing. I opened my ears and shut my mouth. I have to follow the rules 
even if I don’t agree with them. I had to stay away from certain people, places and things. I stuck with people who 
are working a good program because I realized I need to be with people who inspire me. I had to open my mind and 
let my guard down and really take a look at myself and my defeats to learn new ways to cope and deal. It’s not easy, 
but when I was sick and tired and I had no choice but to change my ways. I was willing to do anything necessary to 
turn my life around. That same energy I put into doing everything necessary for the drugs, I turned into chasing my 
recovery and the result of that is far more rewarding. I’ve learned through this process that you can’t help another 
addict unless they really want it. If they do, I will always reach out my hand, share my experience, strength, and hope, 
and teach what was taught to me. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

When I first started drug court I knew little about it. It wasn’t what I expected because when I was in jail I heard 
a lot of bad things about it. I did consider just going to prison but then I decided I would try it out. And I’m glad that 
I did. Some of the challenges I had in the beginning was having an 8 o’clock curfew and going to Iop 3 days a week 
and going to 3 meetings and still trying to find time to work. And I didn’t have a car so I had to depend on my parents 
to help me. I overcame them by just doing whatever it took to get where I needed to be when I was supposed to 
be there. A few people helped me out in the beginning. I asked some people questions about how it all worked and 
they gave me the information that I needed.  If I saw someone new I would say hi to them. I would try to make them 
comfortable with drug court by telling them that if I could do it that they could too. Let them know that most of us 
struggled in the beginning but once you really want to change your life it gets a lot easier.
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EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

I was grateful to have been sentenced to Drug Court. I had never had legal trouble in my past so I was thankful 
to have this option instead of going to prison. I did not consider other options since my other option would have 
been prison. I didn’t know much about the process until I read the handbook that was sent to me prior to me being 
sentenced. 

When I first really began the Drug Court process, I was in a halfway house. I would have to report to my probation 
officer in Bergen County every other week. I also would have to appear in court once a month. This was difficult for me 
because I was living in Bloomfield. Most of the time, I would have to take the NJ Transit bus to get me there. It was an 
hour and a half journey (sometimes two) each way. I was able to overcome these challenges by just keeping in mind 
that this part of the process will not be forever. I knew that it was a temporary because when I got out of the halfway 
house, I would be able to use my car to get me probation and court. 

When I left the halfway house, I then transferred to Morris County Drug Court. As the newcomer, I didn’t know 
anyone. I had a few questions about how the court process at this county worked. I’m a friendly person so I had no 
difficulty asking questions to people who seemed welcoming. I observed and listened to how people spoke. I listened 
for people that spoke in recovery terms.I became friendly with a couple of girls that had said they go to meetings. 

I will try to introduce myself to new faces that I see when I go to court every other Monday. I am also cautious 
as well. I have to be careful who I surround myself with to protect my recovery. If I am speaking with someone that 
I am having a hard time or complaining about the restrictions or requirements of drug court, I try to remind that 
person that drug court is trying to help us succeed. The restrictions placed on us are not forever. The requirements 
are not that hard. We are only required to be “normal” adults, functioning adults that have a job and take care of our 
responsibilities.  

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

I grew up in Montville Nj. I lived with my Mother, Father, and two older sisters. Alcoholism runs in my family so 
growing up as a child I was exposed to the nature of this disease. From the age of 8 until I was about 12 years old I 
was molested by a family friend. I turned to drugs and alcohol and began acting out. At the time I believed I was just 
having fun and enjoyed the feeling it gave me.  Later on in life, I realized it had become a need and an escape. When I 
was 19, I used heroin for the first time. I had no idea the control it was about to have on my life. I became a slave and 
nothing else mattered except for that drug. I began to do things I never thought I would. I became someone I couldn’t 
even recognize anymore. I struggled on and off for years. I would get some clean time and then relapse over and 
over again. I got pregnant when I was 22. I loved my child before she was even born. It was a love I never felt before. 
Unfortunately, the drug was so powerful I couldn’t stop using. When she turned one I got clean. I went to meetings 
and did everything I was told to do. I got a sponsor, I spoke at Saint Clare’s detox every week, I helped other addicts 
get clean. I even started dating my best friend and things were going great in my life. When I had nearly 3 years clean 
I had to have unexpected surgery and be in the hospital for 3 days and placed under narcotics. I decided I would only 
take them when I was in the hospital.  About 2 months after I got out of the hospital my disease took ahold of me once 
again despite my efforts to stop it. My drug addiction became more important than my daughter. My boyfriend who 
was clean for 3 years was forced to break up with me to protect his own recovery. I started to commit crimes again to 
support my drug habit and was homeless. My family could not trust me. I was arrested and put in jail September 10th, 
2018. My clean date is September 11th, 2018 and since then I have not found a reason to use drugs. I took drug court 
because I wanted to live. I wanted my daughter to have her mother back. I am coming up on a year clean and so much 
has changed since I last used. My relationship with my daughter has been restored. She will be entering kindergarten 
this year and I am so excited. Me and my boyfriend were also able to restore our relationship. We are renting our first 
home together with my daughter who now calls him “daddy”. He even just proposed and we are planning on getting 
married! He is coming up on 4 years clean and it’s great to be with someone who completely supports me in my 
recovery. Me and my family are closer than ever and they finally trust me again. I watched their house for them when 
they went on vacation. I have started to go to church to build my relationship with God and this experience has been 
life changing. Drug court has given me accountability. I know Drug Court alone would not be able to keep me clean 
without my recovery outside of court. I go to meetings and have a sponsor that I work closely with on step work. I 
have true friends in recovery who I love and have become family, they even love my daughter  as their own and I do 
bring my daughter to meetings with me and other mothers bring their children. 

Nothing will get in the way of my recovery. Going to drug court and seeing other people struggling reminds me of 
where I was nearly a year ago and how I never want to go back. Recovery and Drug court has given me another chance 
at life and for that I will be forever grateful.
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EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Jonathan Klein

So, you have been found guilty of a serious crime as a result of your current or past drug abuse issue… now what? 
Well your options are somewhat limited at this point in time. You can take prison time which is rather self-explanatory, 
regular probation if this is a first and lesser non-violent or weapons offense which will cause you to have a felony 
conviction on your record for life, or we could wipe the slate clean and expunge all of your previous non-violent 
offenses and drug offenses including the current charges you are now being sentenced on, get you all the help you 
need to overcome your drug issues, find you employment, housing, education, and a new shot at life with no strings 
attached… all you need to do is not use drugs. This third and immensely better option to prison time and felony 
records is call “Drug Court”. This is a real program that is available across the USA and helps thousands of people get 
a fresh start at life and sober living, all you have to do as the participant is not use.

  We have all heard the horror stories about people who sign in to drug court and call it a set up or a false promise 
or all the other bad things used to describe this program, but to be frank this is all a bunch of misinformed crap. The 
Drug Court team is a group of probation officers, volunteers, and court staff that are all assembled together into a 
team for the sole purpose of helping you stay clean, employed, housed, fed, and OUT of prison. Yes you must report 
to court for 3hrs once a week for the first 3 months… yes you must provide clean urinalysis samples 2 times a week for 
the first 3 months… yes they require you to attend NA meetings weekly and to work on your recovery through other 
means of treatment that may be selected by the court staff. But absolutely ALL PROGRAMS are paid for 100% by the 
state and the few hours a week spent on bettering yourself and getting help for a life ruining drug dependency issue 
pale in comparison to spending a minimum of 3 YEARS in state prison and then a lifetime of a FELONY RECORD! The 
only thing you need to do as a participant is stay focused on not using drugs. Almost every single other aspect of drug 
court are things that as a productive member of society, you should be doing on your own anyway without a judge 
court mandating it, such as employment, housing, and treatment so that you don’t relapse and then re-offend and 
end up back in court pleading a case to not go to prison. This is what is known as recidivism, the cycle of using drugs, 
committing crimes, going to jail, getting out and repeating it all over again because of using drugs again and again. 
Drug Court puts the brakes on that crazy train and helps people get in front of the problem, and keeping it in the rear 
view mirror as long as you don’t get high.

     Now let’s talk about this all so important task of not using drugs. This sounds so easy on paper. What could be 
easier than not going out of your way day after day to use your hard-earned money on a substance you shouldn’t 
use in the first place because it will kill you and is also illegal? Well just about anything and everything on earth is 
easier than that when you are an addict. So even though it sounds so easy here in black and white, when you see it 
in color it is a whole new ballgame. There is a secret weapon though that you can use against addiction in order to 
beat it once and for all, Drug Court coupled with an open mind and a positive attitude. This program tells you exactly 
word for word step by step what you need to do in order to live a clean and successful life. THEY EVEN PAY FOR IT!!! 
Housing, treatment, employment services, healthcare, you name it they provide it as long as you follow the guidelines 
of the program. I know it seems somewhat ridiculous to say things like all you need is to “not get high” and to “be 
positive” because they seem so easy but also as we know as addicts so impossible too, but it really  is true. The great 
actor Woody Allen once say, “80% of life is just showing up.” Well this also goes for recovery. Don’t get me wrong 
lasting recovery takes an unwavering determination and so much hard work that for many people it doesn’t come 
soon enough to save them. But it is possible to do, and Drug Court does show you the path and give you the tools to 
achieve it.

   The biggest challenge that I had in Drug Court was figuring out that I don’t have all the answers. I can’t do 
recovery my way. It doesn’t work like that. This team is assembled to help us as addicts, and we must let them if we 
want a shot at long term recovery. I learned a lot from the participants that had been in drug court for a longer time 
than me, like the phase 3 and 4 participants. It was a select group of these guys that showed me if you do the simple 
things the program asks you to, and you keep a positive attitude, nothing can stop you except you. When I am in doubt 
of having a hard time, I reach out to these valuable assets and they never fail to help me stay focused on the end goal 
of not using today. The longer you are on the program and the higher you go in phase, the more confidence you build 
and slowly you realize that you are capable of being clean and sober for longer than a lunch break. Good things do 
come back into your life when you stay clean and do the things needed to be a helping and productive member of 
society. You find a voice in your soul that for so long was silenced by the chaos of drugs and alcohol. This voice is what 
says “I can do this” when you fear you can’t no matter how hard you try. It isn’t Drug Court that gives you this gift, but 
it does show you how to get it.

Nothing in life worth doing comes easily, it takes hard work and dedication. It is this challenge and subsequent 
satisfaction that makes such as task worth understanding. Drug Court is one such challenge and with it comes the gift 
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of a new life. One must be totally devoted to achieving sobriety in order to successfully graduate from Drug Court. 
But the reward is the ultimate prize, something so precious that it’s almost inconceivable to those who haven’t 
experienced it yet… a fresh start free from suffering and sickness. All you need to do is stay clean and let them help 
you. . 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous                                                         

I am on Phase 1 of drug court. I have never really been in trouble so I had no idea what drug court was about. 
The only thing I heard was “ it’s a setup for failure.” I don’t believe that statement at all. Truth is all you have to do is 
the right thing and everything falls into place. Two years ago, I got a DUI with a minor in my car. I was put on PTI and 
did very well on PTI for the time I was on. I tested positive for drugs a couple of times and with the exception of my 
prescribed meds, I was not taking any other drugs. I chose to go in front of the judge to dispute but everything went 
downhill. Long story short, I became involved with someone at the time I considered my friend. I did not realize the 
type of person he was. He became obsessed and controlling. He is married. I found out he was having me followed 
and videotaped. His wife told me he was on drugs and I found out I was being date raped. I now have a final restraining 
order against him and I am working with a lawyer to take him to court for many reasons. I am telling you this because 
as far as drug court, I really didn’t consider any other options. Transportation is one of my biggest challenges. I have to 
uber a lot and it is very expensive. If I were asked about drug court, I would let the person know it is very serious. To 
accept all of the help that is offered to them. I would tell them to take advantage of it, that it truly can be a life saver 
if they are really suffering. I would ask them to please give it 100% and I would promise them that their life will be 
so much better. I see the struggle some participants have and it breaks my heart. I pray every day for each and every 
one of us. I would offer anyone any support that I can give. In the time that I have been in drug court I have received 
a lot of support and have met quite a few people that I believe they are on the right path. I am grateful for meeting 
this group of people. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous               

I was fully informed about Drug Court and had friends and family in the late stages of Drug Court. It was what I 
expected but I still knew it was difficult. I considered staying in jail to just do my time but then I thought about leaving 
two children behind and I couldn’t do that to them. My biggest challenge has been accepting the program, but my 
probation officer and my wife helped me.

The way I help others is by telling them who I am and why I was on Drug Court. I tell them it’s better to change 
your life now or wait and just die and leave everyone behind. I tell them to accept the program and don’t fight it 
like I did in the beginning. Just do the program and get on with your life. I would tell them I was unsure as well in 
the beginning but the program is here to help you, not hurt you. And to talk to some of the graduates and see how 
their life has gotten a lot better. I tell them to just ask for help from the program and they will help them out. I had 
difficulty as well and I talked to my probation officer.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous                                                                     

When I was first given the opportunity to be on drug court I was very nervous. I had heard many things from 
people that it was a set up or a trap. Later on I found out that the people who told me these things were people who 
weren’t in the right state of mind or who were trying to pull a “fast one”.  

       In the beginning I was offered drug court or a year in prison and I honestly considered taking the year. Upon 
thinking more about it I realized that if I took prison time I would not change my ways when I got back. 

      My main concerns when first signing on were how would I make it work with my schedule and how would I 
got to the places I needed to be. I didn’t have my license or a car when I started , was working full time and going to 
iop three days a week. At the time it all seemed like alot but now that I look back I am stronger for getting through 
all of this with the help of family and friends. 

      Yes, sometimes drug court can be a bit frustrating. But it is ultimately an opportunity to change and grow for 
the better. I am glad and grateful today that I made this choice as opposed to prison time. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Sarah Lund

When I first started drug court a few months ago, I was extremely relieved for the opportunity to get out of 
jail and put my life back on track. I was pretty aware of what drug court entailed because a few of my friends are 
participants in the program. I expected my experience to be very difficult and overwhelming because I got a lot of 
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mixed signals about drug court and all the requirements I had to meet, especially in the beginning. What I’ve come to 
find out is that as long as I continue to do the next right thing and go with the flow, it’s really not that hard or much 
of an inconvenience at all. The hardest part for me thus far was getting through the PHP requirement.  It was very 
time consuming and seemed to drag on forever. But with perseverance and determination to better my life and work 
on myself, I successfully dropped down to IOP. My friends in the drug court program, my counselor and my sponsor 
have been a huge help in getting me through the beginning stages. Although I’m still relatively new, I’m starting to get 
in the swing of things, and I understand that as long as I follow the rules and do what is expected of me, graduating 
from drug court and moving forward will come easily.

I would recommend for anyone starting or considering the drug court program to just take the step in the right 
direction, allow people to help you, and most importantly, get out of you own way. In just a short amount of time 
I’ve achieved sobriety, been in touch with DVR to go back to school, dropped my level of care in my program and 
been given the opportunity to go back to work full-time. Drug Court has helped me get back on my feet and kept me 
accountable for my actions. I’m still a work in progress, but I’ve come pretty far in four months. Life is worth living 
and anybody has the ability to go from a jail cell to a productive member of society. It just requires a little bit of work 
and dedication to yourself. I would tell any newcomer to utilize everything the drug court program has to offer. It’s 
really not that bad after all.   

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

Dear Drug Court Newcomer, 
 Joining the Drug Court program can be an intimidating experience. I know it was for me! I had met many 

participants in jail and they all had less than positive things to say about it. But, then again, I met most of them in 
jail for sanction situations. So, there is that to keep in mind. This has not been my experience thus far, but I’m a 
newcomer myself and have only been on the program for about a month.

 I joined the Drug Court program because I was facing a five year prison sentence and I knew drug court not 
only offered me a way to stay out of prison, clear my record, but also the potential to get the charge over with in 
half the time. To me the possible benefits outweighed the potential pitfalls. Unfortunately I was stepping into the 
program with a lot going against me as well. I had no license, no job due to early drug court schedules, and needed 
to find a way to get around to probation, PHP, community service (I need to get my license back) and such.

 My parents and other family members rearranged their personal schedules thankfully to alleviate my 
transportation woes and one or two friends on the program gave me encouragement on signing up for it at all. That 
helped out my situation considerably. I met a few new participants at my PHP and they ended up giving me advice 
on how to dodge the program’s potential pitfalls and how the system all worked. I found that also incredibly helpful. 

 Since joining I have met a few newcomers in my now IOP, and I have been doing my part explaining the benefits 
of, pitfalls and way to go through the program to the best of my ability. I’m even helping people join Smart Recovery 
(I prefer it over AA) and they seem to agree with using it. Even though for some weird reason I can only utilize it for 
one of my three mandatory meetings. I’m not sure why AA and NA are more valued than Smart as I see it a more 
practical, convenient (especially for newcomers and those without a driver’s license), but also not religiously-based. 
The religion thing hangs up a lot of people, like me, cause I’m pagan, but you have to do as you’re told on drug court.

 All in all if someone can stay clean from drugs and not try to beat the system, I’d absolutely encourage them 
to join drug court. The blitzes almost guarantee you will be caught sooner or later. To my understanding  if you are 
caught you’ll do jailtime, lose your early release privilege, and potentially do your time anyway (mine being 5 years) 
so I probably wouldn’t suggest it to those  still trying to mess around with drugs, but that’s just me. Anyway hope this 
has been helpful to someone. And I’ll see you in court!     

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

I am still fairly new to Drug Court but I’ll be honest Drug Court is definitely something I did not want. It started 
out really bad. I was told that I was a mandatory Drug Court and that I had to take it, but at that time I was not done 
or ready to stop getting high. I really assumed that drug court knew this because I was sent to a long-term inpatient 
program and even then my thinking did not change. While there for 2 months, I was discharged from the program 
due to my actions. When the sheriff showed up to bring me back to the county was the hardest and most painful 
ride I have ever experienced in my life. And that is the moment I knew I couldn’t live this life anymore of in-and-out 
of jails and institutions.

 Today I am grateful for Drug Court for giving me a second chance to complete this program. I knew Drug Court 
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was going to be hard, but I’m determined to only go forward. I always know now that my worst day in recovery is so 
much better than my best day getting high. So to the newcomers who don’t really want this or just don’t know what 
to expect, my advice to you is: give it a shot because you’re worth it. Times will get bad and you may feel like giving 
up, but it gets better. Drug Court saved my life, so if you’re tired of living in chaos and misery, Drug Court will help 
you become the person you were meant to be. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

My experiences with drug court so far, is that if you do what you have to do you are pretty much left alone, and 
it goes smooth.  If you don’t do what they ask and try to fight the program, you will definitely have a rough time and 
not enjoy it at all.

 My advice to any newcomer would be to make sure they are ready to completely give up drugs and their 
old way of life.  Also to be ready to follow specific rules.  I would advise them that they need to change their life 
completely for the good. If they aren’t ready they are in for a rough process.

 When I first got sentenced to drug court, I was told about the process briefly.  I knew it would be a challenge 
since I really don’t like to be told what to do and where or when to do it.  But, I have two children and have since 
realized I really need the structure and rules it provides and enforces.  

 Drug court is everything I expected and more.  It definitely keeps it fresh and keeps me on my toes.  I’m 
different from when I first got on and wasn’t completely ready to do everything I was asked and follow all the rules 
they wanted me to.  So, at first, I didn’t like it at all and didn’t want to attend the weekly court sessions.  But after I 
got violated and sent to the Sussex County jail for almost thirty days, I became completely ready to surrender and 
give it my best shot; do everything I am asked and follow all the rules.  

 In jail I was very mad at myself for everything I put my children through and also my family.  I had a lot of time 
to think about how I wanted to live my life and where I wanted my future to go.  I was completely ready at this point 
to change my life for the good and be a productive member of society.  I was anxious to be a good father to my kids 
and a responsible adult and to finally grow up.

 I was definitely relieved to not go to prison.  But, after the first two weeks, I started to consider my other 
options.  However, when I got into trouble around a month and a half in, got my violation, and sat in jail, it all came 
back to me and really changed my outlook on everything.

 One of my biggest challenges was changing the lifestyle I was living as well as changing my friends.  I also had 
difficulty with the schedule we have to abide by.  Lastly, just changing my way of thinking and discovering what was 
truly important to me.  I overcame my challenges when I got arrested and got my violation of drug court.  What 
helped was all the time I had to think while I sat in jail.  But, also my mother, how she never gave up on me even after 
everything I’ve done.  Thinking about my children and not being there for them was also hurting me a lot and I knew 
I had to change or I would lose them.  I basically finally gave up and was sick and tired of being sick and tired.  I began 
to think in a different way and decided to really give it a shot.  

 I honestly don’t talk to too many of the drug court participants.  However, after my VOP, I met one of the 
participants and we talked about personal problems and stuff that was bothering him.  Even if he didn’t know it, it 
helped me realize that I didn’t want that to be me ten years from now; that I should learn as much as I can now and 
do whatever I can to avoid being how I was for any longer.

 I would like to help newcomers any way I can because I know I’ve been through a lot, and put my loved ones 
through a lot and wish I had changed much sooner.  Therefore, helping someone else maybe get it quicker than I did 
would make me happy.

 I would introduce myself by walking up and just starting a conversation and saying if you need help or ever 
want to go to a meeting, just let me know.  I would explain the process by telling them if they just follow the rules 
and do what is asked of them, they shouldn’t have any problem.  But if you try to fight it, you will be sorry.

 I think we are all unsure of the process when we begin, but I would just ask if they wanted to change their life 
for the better and were completely ready to live by the rules that are given.  If they are ready to stay sober and work 
a program.  I would explain how I had a difficult time in the beginning and fought the program and didn’t follow too 
many of the rules.  But now that I have had that time in Sussex County jail, realized what I want to do with my life, 
how I want to be, and follow the rules, how my life is really turning around and getting better week by week.  I am 
actually happy and I’m there for my children.  I can spend quality time with them, which they and I enjoy.  Also, I can 
be reliable at work and with my family.

 If someone was having difficulty I would just tell them my run in the system since I’ve been on probation since 
I was 14 years old and am now 25.  I would ask them what they wanted their life to be like and if they wanted to be 
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happy.  Then I would offer to take them to a meeting or give them my phone number if they ever needed to talk, 
let them know I was there for them.  Also tell them that if they just give it a chance and put half the effort into the 
program that they put into getting high, I’m sure they would end up not minding the process and find it really does 
help.  It has really been helping me and I am a lot happier now than I’ve been in years.  It’s all just because I’ve cut 
drugs out of my life and work on becoming a better person.  Even though sometimes it sucks, just follow the rules 
and trust the process.

EARLY PHASES OF DRUG COUR
By Michael Puglis

 My path to drug court took a really long time considering. My case went on for almost two years and during 
that time I educated myself as to the entire process so when the time finally came, I knew what to expect and how 
to deal with it accordingly. Since my case was taking so long, I opted to start my IOP 8 months before I entered drug 
court and was able to complete the program and stay clean along with attending 2-3 meetings a week. My thought 
process behind this was simple: I was going to be “forced” to do these things anyways once I started drug court, 
so why not start them on my own instead, which in turn made me stronger, independent, and feel a lot better 
about myself. When I first started I’ll admit I wasn’t relieved or grateful, but annoyed, angry, and frustrated at the 
circumstances; having fought for months for just regular probation. I was bitter and angry at first considering that 
this was my first offense ever and I got the short end of the stick. My options consisted of drug court or three years 
in prison. I never want to see the inside of a jail again, so the choice was easy, even if it wasn’t what I wanted. My 
only real challenges in the beginning was transportation and the ridiculous 8pm curfew that is imposed for phase 
1 participants. As a new resident of Sussex county with no vehicle, job, or network of people, finding ways to get 
to and from all the required court and reporting obligations made it hard. Public transportation is terrible and non-
existent at certain hours (evening blitzes and weekends) and everywhere in the county is a far enough drive as it is. 
I was fortunate enough to have my mother’s help in providing me with rides most of the time, but I’ll be the first 
to admit that without her I don’t think I would’ve made it. I truly feel sympathy and it’s almost heartbreaking to 
know that there are participants who have none of that, which in my opinion really takes away from their recovery 
when they are constantly worrying about how they are going to make it to court obligations instead of focusing 
on their recovery. The only other real challenge I had was finding employment. Due to the curfew and my lack of 
transportation it took me awhile to find employment up here. I had to turn down positions in my profession and a 
handful of decent paying jobs, which really set me back and damaged my morale, but when I finally did, thanks to 
information given to me by my probation officer, and my boss who is a drug  court graduate, I was able to finally get 
a job. I’m still unhappy about those circumstances, but I was able to make something positive about it and start my 
own little small photography/graphic design business and just recently took on another job that pays well and I’m 
happy at, which allowed me to cut my hours down at the old job, slowly transitioning me to leave and work full time 
in my new position.

As far as other participants, I tend to keep to myself and focus on my own goals and future. It may sound selfish 
but I am a very introverted person and not growing up in Sussex county, I didn’t really know anyone and focusing on 
improving myself is my number one priority. But eventually I did connect with a few people, and in turn have helped 
me a few times when I needed rides which I greatly appreciated and also have a few people in my network who are 
actually drug court graduates who continue to be doing well outside of drug court.

I feel that helping a newcomer for me would be a little difficult considering I have a tendency to be a straight 
up, brutally honest person who has no problem saying what’s on my mind. I tend to give advice based on my own 
experiences and opinions as to how I overcame my obstacles and that sometimes may make a newcomer feel 
uncomfortable, but in the end I feel that is the most genuine and real way to go about it. If asked about the process 
of drug court, I would and have simply stated just do what is asked, don’t try and fight the system or try and get one 
over on anyone cause it won’t work, and most importantly be 100 percent honest, it will get you farther in life both 
in and out of drug court than anything else. Lastly, on a simpler scale, once I get my license back, I have all intentions 
of offering rides to anyone in need when I’m available, cause like I said above I truly sympathize for the people who 
have no transportation and I will always volunteer to help as to avoid unnecessary punishment, which can be very 
discouraging especially to a newcomer with enough on their plate as it is.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

   I didn’t really have another option but to take drug court. At first I was skeptical and really did not understand 
drug court how it worked or its procedures. It was a whole lot to take in at once especially being fresh from jail. There 
were so many rules and places I had to be that were mandatory.  
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 I was kind of not being honest and serious with myself in the beginning and it took a few stupid mistakes to 
get my head on straighter. My probation officer at the time was hard for me to talk to and she was very short with 
me. I did slowly get the hang of it and realized the more I just surrendered and took to the process the easier and 
smoother things got for me.   I currently have my old job back which is awesome. I have a good 
amount of clean time. My relationship with my children and family are amazing and I also have taken the steps to 
get my GED. I started classes for that Sept 9th. All of these things have been possible by surrendering working hard 
and being honest and vigilant. It is and will not be easy but if you apply yourself you will become successful.

 If I was to help or reach out to a newcomer I would start by saying to just relax. It is a lot to take in all at once. 
Do not hesitate to ask your probation officer or the judge lots of questions. Once you get a routine and familiar with 
that routine it helps a lot. Be honest and be serious. You will only get out what you put in. No effort will equal no 
results. Keep your circle small. Concentrate on yourself and your recovery and a support group. If you are having 
difficulty, reach out to someone, anyone. Do not be scared to ask for help. Most likely you will definitely need help.

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

I didn’t really reach out to any other dc participants in the beginning because I was doing the wrong things. But 
now that I am doing the right things I do reach out to a select few and when I came home from rehab a select few 
reached out to me. 

I would introduce myself to newcomers as a grateful recovering addict who is where I am because of Drug Court. 
I do not think that a newcomer can be comfortable with the process because it is not meant to be a comfortable 

process, especially in the beginning.
I would be honest and tell them that I was unsure as well. But then I would tell them all they need to do is have 

faith in the process, go to meetings and get a sponsor, which may save their lives and help them have the faith they 
need .

Really the only help that I would be able to give would be a listening ear or taking them to a meeting. You cannot 
help those who are not ready to receive help. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Eva Sliker

     When I first found out I was getting Drug Court I was scared and nervous. I heard so many horror stories. Very 
few people ever graduate because the program is set up for you to fail. Also the probation really don’t care about 
you they would rather have you in jail. They don’t care if you’re struggling with something so don’t bother talking to 
them about it.

     I started Drug Court on 11-28-18 and I was expecting my worst nightmare, but it wasn’t. After my probation 
officer went over the rules with me I realized that the program isn’t scary at all. It also helped that I had a little over 
three months clean and was already in I.O.P. before I started Drug Court. Also, after talking to my probation officer, 
Felicia, I saw that she wanted me to succeed in the program, not be locked up. I also see that in Laura, the couple 
times that I’ve talked to her. So, in my opinion, Drug Court isn’t bad at all, as long as you do what you’re supposed to 
do . 

   The only challenge I had in the beginning was meetings. I didn’t know when and where their were meetings. 
And I didn’t know how I was going to get to meetings if they weren’t within walking distance. The first thing I did was 
get a meeting book and talk to people in my I.O.P. group. I also reached out to my friend Amy who is also on Drug 
Court. Since we both were on Phase 1 we had the same curfew. So we went to the same meetings and since she 
drives she was able to pick me up and bring me to meetings. I still ask other participants on Drug Court about any 
meetings they think are good that I can try out and see if I like. So far, my home group — which is called “Women’s 
Group” — is my favorite meeting.

     I remember when I was a new comer I was very nervous because I am a very shy person. What helped me 
was other Drug Court participants coming up to me and welcoming me into the program and introducing me into 
the program and introducing themselves to me. So now, that’s what I do when we get newcomers into the program. 
I introduce myself to them and every time I see them I always say “hi.” I always ask them how they’re doing. I take 
time out to talk to them. That’s what made me feel comfortable when I started. If they ask me a question about 
something with Drug Court that they’re not sure about, I answer them if I know. If I don’t know, I tell them to ask 
their probation officer. I let them know not to be afraid to ask their probation officer, because they want to see us 
succeed and will help us out to the best of their ability. Also, I tell them to be honest about everything and anything, 
and that they can succeed in this program if they want to. Also, if they don’t drive and are having a problem getting 
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to Drug Court functions, I tell them not to be afraid to ask around for a ride, because a lot of Drug Court participants 
are willing to help. And if they still can’t find a ride, I will tell them to ask their probation officer, who’ll help them find 
a ride. 

     Well, that’s my story about how I started Drug Court. I did forget how I felt about going into Drug Court. I was 
relieved to be going into Drug Court because I didn’t want to go to jail. I was pregnant and have two other children 
at home that needed me, so I was happy that I was going into Drug Court. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

    When I first started drug court, I had a general idea of what was expected of me and of what the expectations 
were as far as the rules and requirements. It was a little bit more structured than I had expected, however I think that 
it’s a good thing; to help us get back on our feet and help us stay focused and grounded.

    Once I started Drug Court, I was relieved and excited about the program. The biggest challenge was to 
remember to call every night. I have a terrible memory when it comes to things like that. To overcome this I bought 
a calendar and marked down every night when to call. My sponsor came up with that idea. 

Other Drug Court participants helped me to understand the roles more clearly. I reached out to guys I knew had 
been on Drug Court a while and knew what they were talking about. 

    When there is a new face in Drug Court, I introduce myself and ask them if they have any questions and let 
them know they can come to me. If they do or need help with recovery or good meetings, I try to let them know 
that it isn’t as scary as everyone makes it out to be and if you follow the rules then you shouldn’t have any problems. 
If they told me they were unsure I would tell them that’s normal at first. They have to give it time, work whatever 
program works for them and understand that it does get easier with time.

    If I saw a person who was struggling, I would try to each out and explain my process to them and also tell 
them to reach out to phase 3 and 4 participants and get an idea of how they were successful. And to definitely work 
some kind of a program. Whether it is AA, NA, CARES, or IOP. But get a support network to help them gain insight 
and confidence. 

EARLY STAGES OF DRUG COURT
By Anonymous

When I first started drug court I was very informed what’s the process. I was just informed because a lot of my 
friends were already on drug court, so they would tell me what it was like and that if I don’t stop messing around 
on probation, that I would be joining them. Honestly, drug court isn’t really what I expected because a lot of people 
make it sound way worse than it is. To me, drug court is as hard as you want to make it; it’s really that simple.

  Personally, I was relieved to be getting drug court instead of going to jail or prison.  I didn’t even consider jail 
because I really wanted to get clean, fix my life, and learn how to live a healthy and sober life.

At the beginning, the biggest challenge for me was getting used to balancing everything. Trying to work, go to 
meetings, reporting to drug court twice a week, pay all my bills, and keep up with paying my rent while working less 
hours because of reporting twice a week.

I overcame this challenge by having a sponsor that I talk to daily, having a strong support network, (including my 
family) and most of all, just taking it one day at a time. Once I got a healthy balance of everything, I slowly got used 
to come I have to schedule and it just became my new normal.

There were no drug court participants that helped me overcome any challenges. I honestly stay away from 
almost everyone on drug court because I want to stay out of the drama and out of trouble. I have a great sponsor, 
and two strong support network that doesn’t involve anyone on drug court and I actually prefer to keep it that way.

Helping Newcomers…
    I would just introduce myself by telling them my name and that I am also on drug court. The best advice I 

could give a newcomer is to surrender 100% to the drug court program and to be willing to do whatever he/she is 
asked to do by his/her drug court officer. I would help them with the process by explaining how it works, answering 
any questions they may have, and by sharing my own experience with the process. If they were having trouble 
participating I would explain what will most likely happen if they don’t participate and tell them to get very involved 
in AA or NA because then they would have their own sponsor and support network to help them with whatever they 
are struggling with. I would also explain that honesty goes a long way and to feel free to also talk to their drug court 
officer if they need to. That way their officer could help them before the problem snowballs out of control and ends 
up turning into a bigger problem. 
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By AnonymousAs the Drug Court Graduation date approaches, I find myself wondering what life is going to be like. Honestly, nothing is going to change except for the persistence I will have in obtaining my expungement. No longer having to report regularly, random testing and attending court will be the only difference after graduation.  I will continue being involved with the women from my groups as well as attending my regular meetings, especially since I am the treasurer and coffee maker. The life and support group I have built is my rock and I couldn’t imagine my life without it. We have women from other facilities come into the meeting and it’s great sharing our stories with them and to see even just one newcomer begin to nod their head. There has never been a time that I have not taken something away from a meeting, conversation or group event that can better my life. A new chapter in my life will begin; a better brighter future is ahead of me. The progress I have made in my life since beginning Drug Court is remarkable. All the gifts that I have received and continue to receive still blow my mind. Once my expungement has been completed I can further my education, receive different certifications, start my own business and so much more. I am truly blessed. Sky’s the limit and I’m reaching for new galaxies (why stop at the stars).

By Lisa Moscato

When I signed up for this program I had no 

plans of it working out. One thing I was sure of 

was my very long run was officially over. I had 

two options; get clean in prison or give this a 

shot and keep my freedom. I truly believed this 

choice of drug court wasn’t going to work and I 

would spend majority of my days locked up on 

sanctions. Well today I write this with almost 

2 and 1/2 years clean with less then a month 

away from graduating.

When I started I was a shell of a person. I 

completely lost touch with who I was or what I 

even wanted out of life anymore. This program 

gave my an opportunity I will forever be 

grateful for. The structure has taught me how 

to be a productive member of society. It guided 

me to an entire new mindset. It gave me the 

help I needed to process my pain. It gave me 

the courage to love myself. It made me open 

my eyes and realize life is actually beautiful.

I’ve accomplished so many things through 

this program from managing a business, paying 

off my debt, and planning for my future are 

just a few but my greatest accomplishment is 

the relationships I have with my family again! 

Today I live for those who weren’t given the 

opportunity I was given. There is a reason you 

are here, seek it out!
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By Alissa Tompkins
Sitting back reflecting on the last three years 

of drug court and treatment. Makes me realize 
just how far I’ve come already. Drug court has 
given me a chance to start and continue rebuilding 
a life I once had. Honestly a much better life than 
before - a life free of the bondage of drugs and 
alcohol. I would’ve never been where I am today 
if drug court wasn’t an alternative to the time I 
was facing. I graduated high school 22 years ago 
and this graduation means more to me and my 
accomplishments than i had felt than. I’m so 
proud of myself and the other graduates on this 
HUGE milestone in our lives. There had been a 
point in my life that I didn’t think sobriety was 
possible and it is. My life is so beautiful today. I 
would be lying if I said everyday has been rainbows 
and butterflies but I’ve gained skills and resources 
to manage my life. I know that if I hadn’t been 
given this opportunity I wouldn’t be where I am 
today or even alive for that matter. Thank you for 
believing I’m me when I couldn’t do it for myself.       

By Kaitlyn Krakowiak
For me graduating the Drug Court program is the 

biggest accomplishment of my life.  The last time I was 
on the SCCC stage was when I was inducted into the Phi 
Theta Kappa Honors Society, while attending college.  
This graduation means more to me than that experience, 
because without the work that I have put into my recovery 
through Drug Court I wouldn’t be able to have a future 
with my education.  When I was using, I was unemployable, 
unreliable, and untrustworthy.  One cannot be successful in 
life without those qualities.  The process of this program, 
and the work I have put into my recovery has taught me 
the meaning of those values.  I have integrity, loyalty, and 
honesty in my life today thanks to the work I’ve put into this 
program.  I owed about ten thousand dollars to the legal 
system when I began my journey on Drug Court, and today I 
owe New Jersey nothing!  I had no license, no job, no car, no 
apartment, no reliable friends; I lost my son and my family.   
Today I have all of those things and than some.  I have my 
son living with me again.  I have my own apartment and 
an amazing relationship.  My family supports me and trusts 
me again.  For those of you that think there’s no coming 
back from where you’ve been, I’m here to tell you there is.  
I have been through every trauma possible, besides brain 
trauma, and I’m sober and successful today.  Who we used 
to be does not determine who we will be tomorrow.  We 
can always change, and anything in life is possible if you 
believe it is.  This experience has taught me that no matter 
how hard the struggle, keep fighting for what you believe 
in.  Never listen to the negative thoughts/perspectives of 
society, always trust and believe in the positivity and good 
in life.  The law of attraction and my higher power are my 
foundation, and prove to me everyday that what I always 
thought was impossible actually is possible.

By Anonymous

Graduating drug court to me is a step in the 

right direction. Graduating drug court is simply 

the beginning of my journey. A lot of people go 

through drug court/recovery with little thought 

of the future. I like to think of the saying “one 

day at a time.” A lot of people see this and think 

about just the day ahead of you instead of also 

considering your future. I like to think the saying 

should be “one day at a time with the future in 

mind.” I have made it through drug court with not 

only the thought of where I am but also where 

I am going. We can sit here and dream about 

what we want to do, or we realize those dreams 

through actions. A dream is simply a dream, 

however when you add time constraints and 

accountability to these dreams, that is when you 

form a goal you can make progress on achieving. 

To me, drug court was a goal I had set for myself. 

Now I know I can accomplish a long-term goal 

like this making future goals I set for myself seem 

more achievable. 

By AnonymousFor years I’ve imagined this moment, what it would feel like, what would I do and what would I say. I had my ups and downs along the way but I’m coming out of this program with far more good then bad. During these past few years I’ve really learned who I am and what I want out of life, I’ve learned how to live a sober lifestyle and love myself and others.
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By Brandon Corey

Coming into this I wasn’t sure what to expect. My whole world was centered around drugs for a long 

period of time. I was feeling emotions I have not felt in a very long time. The experience was somewhat 

overwhelming at points. Drug court is what this addict needed though. I needed the routine that drug court 

had when I came in. Phase one was not a easy task at first. The curfew with I.O.P, working, and going to 

meetings on top of reporting twice a week seemed almost impossible. Soon I found myself in a structure. 

This routine kept me in line and gave me the responsibility back. Something I lost a very long time ago.

 After going on to phase two of the program, I started to feel more comfortable. I was working my 

steps, had a great sponsor, and even started a family. I met my wife while I was in recovery and she helped 

me with my journey. Things really started to look up. On phase two, I learned more about myself. The 

further I got into the steps and the more I went to meetings, I developed a great network. I seen people 

that I didn’t know care so much about one another. 

 When I got on phase three, I finished my step work. I met a lot of good people, and I can honestly 

say things really started to change once more. I jumped into my program and fellowship even more than 

I did before. I started talking more at commitments than I did on phase two and speaking at detoxes. 

During my time on phase three, I wanted to give back to my community so I did by volunteering at my 

towns church. The soup kitchen was a great experience. It was a community coming together to help one 

another. Talking to people that came through the door or having the smallest conversation with them, it 

put a smile on their face and warmed my heart. I was so selfish and lost for many years and here I was 

giving four hours of my day to help out and for once I didn’t expect nothing in return. I went to that church 

every week of the entire Winter and I can’t wait to go back. 

 Each of these phases are a different story than the other. I can see the change in my behaviors and 

thinking. When I commenced in front of everyone to phase four, it was so surreal for me. I was already 

way further in my life than I thought I could possibly be but once again things changed. I am still doing my 

meetings and doing my commitments but a great opportunity came. For the first time I was given a shot 

at a job where I could do more and have a real career out of it. I climb towers now, cell phone towers and 

I was able to get five certifications through this job. 

 My family is more proud of me cause I am finally here for them. I seen my mother cry the other 

day because she was proud of me and all that I am doing. I have real friends today that i can count on and 

people in my life I thought I had lost forever. I gave up on the thought of God in active addiction or a higher 

power. Once I came on drug court that left my mind. My higher power put me in the opportunity to be 

on drug court, to change my life, and I believe that to the fullest. The emotions I have felt these past few 

years, I am sure will be once more overwhelming when the time comes to walk across the stage, but this 

time it will not be fear or nervousness of what to expect. It will be gratitude of the time I had here on drug 

court. It will be joy of my family and my friends beside me and tears of joy from the new life I have today! 

Drug court helped me get on a path I had never thought was possible for this addict. For that, I am forever 

grateful to them and everyone involved. It has truly changed my life.

      

By AnonymousWhat drug court has done for me. It has kept me on a straight path of recovery! Its helped me with structure in my life. At first it was hard with time management then things got a little easier, when I found a sponsor. The phases of Drug court are like a maps. You just have to follow them and they give you the tools that you need to live a clean an sober life. They also help us become normal member in society which us addicts need to learn again. So I’m very grateful for everything drug court had to offer me.
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By Anonymous
 I signed drug court December of 2014 , 5 years , 3 judges and 3 probation officers through 

my journey . It has been a blessing in disguise. It has started a whole new path of recovery life 
and happiness for myself my family and friends. When I first started I never took my recovery 
so seriously , I relapsed once and my higher power thought it was best to send me away I had 
my second child on the way and my higher power knew I needed a better life for myself to 
become a better mother ,friend daughter, a member of society and a better me . When I came 
home at 8 months pregnant I knew what I had to do but I still wasn’t 100 percent willing to do 
that . I mad my way through drug court just by doing what “they” wanted me to do and not 
working on me. On my 2nd interview for drug court to move to phase 4 and didn’t pass I knew 
then I had to do something. I found myself a new sponsor who I understood and understood 
me who I could trust. I got myself a job and fully started to work on myself to become internally 
happy with myself and become independent and a productive member of society. My last year 
of drug court I have gained confidence back into myself genuinely happy and I knew and still 
know what I want out of life is to continue to remain internally happy and if anyone got in my 
way of that I dismissed them out of my journey. I continue now to help others the best way 
I can . I continue to be the best mother to my two beautiful children and be there for them 
every milestone and that is the greatest, being able to be a better daughter and sister my family 
has gained trust in me. I work hard for what I want out of life. Challenge the mind when I say 
I am tired or bored I know I’m not challenging my mind enough I learned that in my journey 
of recovery . Drug court has bought me to a whole new happiness I never knew I could get 
back. The saying the teacher is quiet during the test is so true for drug court and what they 
try to teach us. I can’t thank each of them enough for holidays with everyone, to be there for 
birthdays and most important be there every day that comes and know what to do for the 
following day to become better and better. 
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By Jeff Hanley 
My journey in drug court has been an interesting one to say the least, I entered drug court originally in October 2015, I was a confused, lost young man, knowing nothing about recovery, living sober, and had no idea what my future would hold. I took drug court originally as just an alternative to going to prison at 22 years old, with no intentions of staying clean long term or really doing the right thing, my plans were to just get off in 2 years and going back to living the life I was living. It is crazy to me to see how much my life has changed in the last 4 years, to see the change in perspective I have had and to be on the path I am now. 7 months into my first go around on drug court, I got arrested again, I didn’t take recovery seriously, I just knew I couldn’t go to prison, but due to the consequences of my own actions, the prison route was the way it looked like I was going. I decided if I was going to end up going to prison I might as well make the most out of the time I had left, I went back to school, made Dean’s List and National Honors Society on numerous occasions, I became an Ammon Recovery Scholar, receiving two scholarships for being an exemplary student in recovery, I received an Associates Degree In Business Management, I went back to school for my CADC. In between all that I started working a program of recovery, helping other people, working the steps of a 12-step program, I rebuilt my family life, made new friends in recovery, and I got better as well as my life got better.

 I was given a last and final chance at life, and I believe I have made the most out of it, when I got out of Morris County Jail in October 2017 I hit the ground running, I continued where I left off, taking commitments, speaking at High Schools and Middle Schools in the area, I got a job for a new treatment center in Sparta, and that is where I really found my purpose in life, why the universe has redirected me on the path I am on, I realized with everything I have been through, there was a reason behind it, to help other people and to be able to live by example. In recovery I was able to go back to doing other things I loved and having tons of sober fun going to concerts, and sporting events, and stand up comedy shows, in the last few years I have become a Yankees and Jets season ticket holder, I have seen some of the most iconic concerts of all time, I have laughed until my face and stomach hurt, I have been present for life and all the blessings it has to offer. Once I got out of my own way and started asking for help and taking suggestions, that is when I started to get better at the same pace my life was getting better. I have been able to travel over the country to attend conferences and events, I was able to be present and be a part of my sister’s wedding, i was able to make so many memories , I have met some pretty awesome people on this strange journey. I love the life I have today, recovery has given me purpose, and drug court has introduced me to so many people that have helped me along the way, it has also introduced me to the tools to help me continue on a life worth living, and I could not be more grateful. 

By Anonymous
I’m not sure how to start has 

graduating drug court means so much 

more to me than just graduating 

another program. It means I made it, 

I made it through what I believe to be 

the hardest part of my recovery, the 

beginning. It’s a milestone. It’s the 

end of a very important chapter in my 

life but also the beginning of another 

beautiful one. In the start of this 

program I was nervous and thought 

I’d never make it here. although I was 

a year without a drink or a drug when 

I started the program I wasn’t a true 

productive member of society nor was 

I even close to having my life together. 

So being here means I set life goals 

and successfully accomplished some 

of these goals, which is something 

I never thought I could do it again. 

Throughout this chapter I’ve learned 

and accomplished so many small and 

large goals which all we’re setting 

me up to do bigger and better things 

as I near the end and graduate drug 

court. I’m excited to start my life as 

an accomplished, healthy, and stable 

mother and continue moving forward 

on my own two feet. Graduating drug 

court means I work really hard and 

earned and now deserve a better life 

it means that I am one of the lucky 

ones I made it out alive. I was excited 

to have this opportunity I accepted it, I 

worked hard, and I changed my life for 

the better. Now I’m excited to graduate 

and continue climbing up. Graduating 

means I’m ready to move on and I’m 

not the only one who knows this. I 

know my worth and I’ve proved my 

worth now I can be and m and active 

and productive member of society 

happy healthy and always ready to 

do the next right thing. not only am I 

strong enough to keep moving up on 

my own two feet but also to give back 

and help others in and out of similar 

situations. I have a strong recovery and 

a plan to keep going I can only hope 

that in telling my story in the future it’ll 

help others to see with hard work, an 

open mind and the want to be better, 

it is possible. 
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Victoria Picarello 
This assignment floods me with emotions and I’m going to write it 

specifically to the phase one participant who right about now feels hopeless and 
overwhelmed. I know that state very well and felt it very often on phase one 
and even on two at times because I went from being a complete mess with no 
responsibility to someone who was suddenly accountable for numerous things 
and with jail and sanctions hanging over my head. I didn’t have a drivers license 
, I worked 50 hours a week and also 4 days a week IOP and meetings... I slept 
out of necessity for my first 8 months. I went after my recovery though with a 
fraction of the energy that I had chased my addiction with and it really worked. I 
pursued a sponsor right after I got out of jail and began step work to immediately 
figure out what makes me tick. The process was painful, beautiful, eye opening, 
amazing and emotional at every turn. I figured out my character defects and 
uncovered a sick thinking pattern that lead me to behave in self destructive ways 
for a very long time. I had to change literally everything about my former self and 
adopt a new way of life. These tasks were not small but were all worth it. . I didn’t 
drive at this time but I had always found a way to get around when I was using 
and so I was just as resourceful in my recovery. After a while I was able to start 
seeing my son again with supervision and eventually that was lifted . Now I have 
him every other weekend and some times during the week. After I completed 
IOP at capitol care I was eligible to get my license back and I saved enough money 
to buy my own car. I was able to get a better job and make more money all 
the while maintaining my recovery and drug court commitments. There is no 
coincidence that my life substantially improved as a result of entering into and 
staying in recovery. Drug court absolutely gave me the tools and structure that 
were necessary as a beginning. As my time on drug court comes to an end I do 
not feel like I will be “free”. I will still wake up everyday and be an addict and have 
to maintain my recovery . If I fail to do what’s been working this entire time then 
I am doomed to fail. If, however, I remain grateful, humble and willing to go to 
any lengths to stay clean then this will all be a valuable experience to share with 
others.  If you’re reading this and struggling keep your head up and keep going 
forward. This storm won’t last forever. 

By Kevin CurranGraduating drug court is a wonderful accomplishment for me. It 
required a lot of acceptance, and willingness. When sentenced to drug 
court I was full of fear, and self-doubt. I was overwhelmed by the prospect 
of the commitment to five years of doing what I could not ever do before. 
My ego, and false pride were two obstacles i had to overcome. I did not 
see any way I could fulfill all the requirements that were outlined in the 
drug court handbook. As I read the entire handbook for all four phases and 
being an addict I wanted to complete them all at once. Fortunately, one of 
the requirements gave me the tools to approach it differently. The program 
of Alcoholics Anonymous, which was a three meeting a week requirement 
became pivotal in my recovery. The drug court requirements put structure 
back into my life. It also allowed me to become accountable. Thru working 
the twelve steps of

     Alcoholics Anonymous allowed me to know myself better, identify my 
short comings, be humble enough to ask for help, and gave me the tools to 
fulfill all my drug court requirements. In doing so, graduating drug court had 
raised my self-esteem, and made me the dependable person that I am today. 
I will always be grateful for the opportunity to complete drug court. What I 
first saw as a challenge that I couldn’t overcome turned in to be a humbling 
experience that has allowed me to grow. Drug court for me was the start of a 
journey in recovery and a life filled with meaning and purpose. Today, I have 
faith that God will do for me what i couldn’t do for myself. As long as I live in 
Gods will, not mine, the journey in recovery will provide me a life filled with 
happiness, joy, and freedom

By Justin Dondero
What Graduating Drug Court 

Means To Me? It means it is time to 

take the next step in my recovery and 

take the structure that i have obtain 

by trusting in others and following a 

path that will lead me to success in 

everything that I pursue. It means I 

have accomplished something that I 

thought would almost be unobtainable, 

something that i thought i was not 

capable of. I have taken this process 

one day at a time, taken the advice 

from others, gone out of my comfort 

zone, been threw ups and downs and 

maintained a path of recovery that 

became stronger each day. When i 

think of what Graduating Drug Court 

means to me i can only think of one 

word Gratitude, Gratitude for what i 

have gained and accomplished threw 

this process. I have proven to myself 

that i was capable for change, proven 

to others that i have changed and 

to the point that there view and of 

me has completely changed, i have 

changed the way people view this 

diesese and im able to help give advice 

and connect them with ways to help 

them or there loved ones who suffer 

from this diesese. This process has 

allowed me to make amends and it be 

seen and not just be empty in search 

of forgiveness without change. Has 

mended relationships with my family 

and built trust that wasnt there. So 

when i think of what graduation means 

to me i think of gratitude not only for 

what i have gained and the things that i 

have accomplished but for what I have 

done and what i can do for others. It 

means that I have reached another 

milestone in this journey. Means its 

time to take a step back see all the 

things that i should be grateful for 

and celebrate the accomplishments 

i have made and others around me 

have made in this process and most 

important part of what graduating drug 

court means to me is being a part of 

the proccess that proves to.the new 

participates and the participates that 

are struggling and dont think that this 

is possible, that regardless of there past 

present or future situations that this is 

possible and that it is something that 

deep down they what and hopefully 

will surrender and allow people to 

help them acheive what they think is 

impossible. 
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Congratulations to all of the October 2019  

Drug Court Graduates! 
 

May your journey of Recovery continue and know 
that you are ALWAYS welcome at CARES, where all 

roads of Recovery meet. 
 

Telephone Recovery Support 

Recovery Coaching 

NARCAN Training 

All Recovery Meetings 

Recovery Social Activities 

System Navigation 
 

973-625-1143 
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To the Drug Court Graduates: Best wishes for a future 
filled with hope! 

The Drug Court Creative Positive Expression Team 

 

creativepositiveexpression@gmail.com  
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A Call to Action 
 
As you read our magazine we hope you recognize the resiliency of the human spirit and the 
undeniable fact that together we can accomplish more and better things. 
 
We would love the opportunity to explore your talents and utilize them to help others to 
explore theirs. Our program, and the magazine it helps produce, is a collaborative effort 
born of many different skill sets.  
 
If you would like to put your skill set to use helping others and in doing so develop your own 
talents, please join us.  
 
You can reach us at: creativepositiveexpression@gmail.com for more information. 
 

Thank you, 
 

The Creative Positive Expression Team of Morris and Sussex  
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Morris County Drug Court 
“The Most Effective Justice Intervention for Treating  

Drug Addicted People” 

 

 

 

 Defendants are sentenced to probation instead of state prison. 
 FREE substance abuse treatment is provided to participants. 
 Participants receive assistance obtaining employment, housing, 

vocational training, education, public assistance, etc. 
 Many defendants are eligible to have of their entire criminal 

record expunged upon graduation. 
 

For More Information Please Contact: 
 (862) 397-5700 x75360 

www.njcourts.gov/courts/criminal /drug.html 
(Applications are available online and in the Morris County 

Courthouse) 
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Morristown Office: Administration & Records Building, 2nd Floor · PO Box 910 · Morristown, New Jersey 07963-0910 
Dover Office: 91-93 Bassett Highway · Dover, New Jersey 07801 

 
 

 

 
 

Superior Court of New Jersey  
Morris/Sussex 

Vicinage 10 

  
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Probation is more than just community supervision 
and enforcing court orders 

 
New Jersey Probation Services is committed to the welfare and safety of children, families, and 
communities through the fair treatment of all individuals by: 
 
•  Promoting positive change in behavior through the use of evidence-based practices. 
 
•  Ensuring that individuals remain accountable to their families and 

communities. 
 

•  Working with the community and staff while responding pro-actively to change.  
 

What is probation? 
Probation is an alternative to incarceration that allows certain clients to stay in the community 
under the supervision of a probation officer. Probation is a part of the New Jersey court 
system. Probation is not parole. Parole monitors those released from state prison after they 
serve most of their sentences. 
 
The probation division also includes a child support enforcement unit that monitors child and 
spousal support orders. 

 
What do probation officers do? 

Probation officers help clients avoid criminal activity and help them change their lives for the 
better. They are responsible for ensuring clients comply with court orders by monitoring the 
payment of fines, restitution or reimbursement, and child support. Probation supervision 
involves strict requirements such as regular reporting to probation officers, attending school, 
work, or job training programs and, when appropriate, mandatory participation in substance 
abuse and other treatment programs as well as community service. 
 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MORRIS COUNTY DRUG COURT COMMENCEES AND 
GRADUATES! 
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MORRISTOWN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 

THE CHURCH ON THE GREEN 

50 SOUTH PARK PLACE 

MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

SUNDAY WORSHIP AT 10:15 AM 

ALL ARE WELCOME!!! 

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT 

WWW.MORRISTOWNUMC.ORG 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
GRADUATES 
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Sussex is committed to 
helping students achieve 
their goals.
Whether you’re starting your college journey 
or looking for a new career path, Sussex can 
guide you in making the best choices for 
the future.

Students receive a personalized and 
interactive education from experienced
and caring faculty and staff. They provide 
the framework on which to build a strong 
college education.
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Mrs. Wilson's Treatment Services for Women

     Alfre Inc

Substance Abuse and 

 Co-occuring Treatment Services
 

Halfway House
Intensive Outpatient

Outpatient
Transitional Housing
Family Counseling

Couples Counseling

(973)540-0116
www.mrs-wilsons.org

Mrs. Wilson's, PO Box 9175, Morristown, NJ 07963

SafeUnsubscribe™ {recipient's email}

Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider

Sent by director@mrswilsons.org in collaboration with

Try it free today

5

Nisivoccia LLP is pleased to support
�e Alumni Association in Honoring 

and Celebrating the Success of the 
Drug Court Graduates!

We will identify, personalize and deliver the right services so
 you can succeed.

Proud to Support The Alumni Association

Continued 
Best Wishes 

for all participants 
and the 

Drug Court Team

Jim & Barbara 
Ward
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Integrity House 

is pleased to support

the Alumni Association

of the Morris County

Drug Court.

REBUILDING LIVES SINCE 1968

Jersey City    Kearny    Morris Plains    Newark
Paramus    Secaucus    Toms River

www.integrityhouse.org

Changing Lives Since 1889

Thrift stores • Cars donated and sold • Free community meals daily
Residential drug and alcohol recovery program

Outpatient / family counseling services

M A R K E T S T R E E T.O R G   •   J S R E S C U E .O R G
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SOBER LIVING 

Midway House of NJ would like to 
CONGRATULATE  
the graduates of  

Morris County Drug Court 
9 7 3 - 4 5 3 - 6 7 4 7  

w w w. M i d w a y H o u s e N J . c o m  

 
Your Story Isn’t Over Yet... 

Congratulations to all those commencing and graduating! 

All of us at the Center for Prevention & Counseling wish you well in your 
recovery journey and commend you for your hard work. 

We look forward to continuing to support your recovery! 

Please visit us at the Sussex County Peer Recovery Community Center 
located at 65 Newton-Sparta Road, Newton to learn how to                     

be more involved in the local recovery community. 

Main Office: 973-383-4787           Recovery Center: 973-940-2966 

Website: www.centerforprevention.org 

   

  

Thank you Barbara Ward 
for your efforts in 

helping our community.

Lisa & Michael Gilchrist
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